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UNITED STATES GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE 
WASHINGTON. D.C. 2OW 

Q-AL GOVERNMENT 
DIVISION 

B-214358 

The Honorable Glenn English 
Chairman, Subcommittee on Government 

Information, Justice, and Agriculture 
Committee on Government Operations 
House of Representatives 

Dear Yr. Chairman: 

As you requested on March 22, 1983, we conducted a review 
of federal assistance addressing the domestic marijuana cultiva- 
tion problem. This report primarily describes the Drug Enforce- 
ment Administration's domestic marijuana eradication and sup- 
pression state assistance program. It also discusses other 
federal assistance provided to the states to combat the problem. 

In addition, the report discusses actions taken by the 
National Guard Bureau and the Drug Enforcement Administration 
during the course of our review which should improve the 
eradication effort. 

As arranged with your office, 
its contents earlier, 

unless you publicly announce 
we plan no further distribution of this 

report until 30 days from the date of the report. At that time 
we will send copies to interested parties and make copies avail- 
able to others upon request. 

Sincerely yours, 

William J. Anderson 
Director 





GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE LAW ENFORCEMENT EFFORTS TO 
REPORT TO THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON CONTROL DOMESTICALLY GROWN 
GOVERNMENT INFORMATION, JUSTICE, MARIJUANA 
AND AGRICULTURE, COMMITTEE ON 
GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS 
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

DIGEST ---- -- 

Cultivation of marijuana in the United States 
is increasing. The federal government esti- 
mated that domestically produced marijuana 
accounted for 15 percent of the total amount 
available in the United States in 1982, up 
from an estimated 9 percent of the total 
available in 1981. The estimated total amount 
available in the United States in 1982 was 
between 12,340 and 14,090 metric tons, and in 
1981, the amount was between 9,600 and 13,900 
metric tons. 

According to law enforcement agencies, mari- 
juana is currently being cultivated in all 50 
states. Much of this marijuana is highly 
potent and is potentially more harmful to con- 
sumers than most imported types of marijuana. 
State law enforcement agencies responsible for 
controlling domestic marijuana expect the 
amount grown to increase in the future. 

The Chairman of the Subcommittee on Government 
Information, Justice, and Agriculture, House 
Committee on Government Operations, requested 
that GAO evaluate federal activities address- 
ing the domestic marijuana problem. As agreed 
to with the Subcommittee, GAO focused its 
evaluation primarily on the Drug Enforcement 
Administration's (DEA's) national Domestic 
Marijuana Eradication/Suppression Program 
which was established to assist the states. 
The results of the review are primarily based 
on questionnaire responses obtained from state 
law enforcement agencies. 

GAO did not obtain agency comments on this 
report. 
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STATE AND LOCAL AUTHORITIES 
ARE PRIMARILY RESPONSIBLE 
FOR CONTROLLING DOMESTIC 
MARIJUANA CULTIVATION 

The Drug Abuse Office and Treatment Act of 
1972 established a Strategy Council on Drug 
Abuse. The council consists of representa- 
tives from the White House Drug Abuse Policy 
Office; the Departments of Justice, State, 
Defense, Treasury; and eight other departments 
and independent agencies. The council's 
strategy outlines the nation's approach to 
controlling illegal drugs. The strategy 
places the primary responsibility for reducing 
domestic marijuana cultivation with state and 
local authorities, and designates the federal 
government's role as one of leadership, coor- 
dination, and support. (See p. 11.) 

DEA, the principal federal agency for drug law 
enforcement, is responsible for assisting the 
state and local agencies in their efforts to 
control marijuana cultivation. DEA assisted 
two states in 1979 and 1980 and seven states 
in 1981. In 1982, DEA formalized its assis- 
tance to the states by establishing a national 
Domestic Marijuana/Suppression Program, and 
assisted 25 states. By 1983, 40 states were 
participating in DEA's marijuana program. DEA 
gave the 40 states a total of $1.75 million 
and provided some training, equipment, and a 
small number of personnel. Other federal 
agencies also provided similar assistance. 
(See pp* 12 to 13.) 

ENFORCEMENT EFFORTS HAVE 
DISRUPTED CULTIVATION METHODS 
AND STATES CLAIM MORE RESOURCES 
NEEDED 

In responding to a GAO questionnaire, the 
state law enforcement agencies participating 
in DEA's 1983 program reported that the major 
impact of their enforcement efforts was that 
growers changed their cultivation methods. 
According to law enforcement agencies, many 
growers are moving their operations indoors, 
growing smaller and scattered plots outdoors, 
and taking other measures to better hide their 
crops grown outdoors. (See pa 21.) 
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Most states reported that they expect domestic 
marijuana production to continue to increase 
during 1984 and 1985, with more indoor culti- 
vation and increasing involvement of larqe- 
scale criminal organizations. State law 
enforcement agencies indicated that various 
resources are needed to increase the impact of 
enforcement efforts against both indoor and 
outdoor cultivation in their states. The 
agencies listed intelligence (data on domestic 
marijuana trafficking), helicopters, and off- 
road vehicles as the most needed resources, 
(See pp. 22 to 24.) 

MILITARY ASSISTANCE MAY 
BE AVAILABLE TO MEET SOME 
OF THE STATES' NEEDS 

The National Guard and the Department of 
Defense (DOD) may be able to help meet some of 
the state and local law enforcement needs, 
particularly with air support to help locate 
and destroy marijuana grown outdoors. 

In 1981, the Congress enacted legislation (10 
U.S.C. 371-378) designed to encourage military 
assistance to civilian law enforcement aqen- 
ties. Although this legislation restricts DOD 
from providing certain law enforcement assis- 
tance (search, seizures, and arrest), it 
allows DOD to furnish assistance which would 
be helpful to domestic marijuana enforcement 
efforts. (See p. 27.) 

DOD may provide information on marijuana plots 
sighted during DOD training flights; loan 
equipment, such as helicopters and off-road 
vehicles; provide base facilities; and train 
civilian law enforcement personnel to operate 
DOD-loaned equipment. Two state law enforce- 
ment agencies received DOD support for mari- 
juana enforcement efforts during 1983. Many 
agencies told GAO that they either were 
unaware that DOD assistance may have been 
available or did not know how to request it. 
(See pp. 27 to 28.) 

Under its Domestic Marijuana Eradication/ 
Suppression Program, DEA is responsible for 
providing program guidance to the states and 
coordinating the assistance other federal 
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agencies can provide, According to DEA offi- 
cials, they did not provide states with much 
information on DOD assistance in 1983 because 
DEA was still in the learning stage regarding 
what DOD could provide law enforcement agen- 
cies under the 1981 legislation. During GAO's 
evaluation, DEA issued guidance to its field 
offices explaining the types of military 
resources that may be available to assist 
state domestic marijuana programs. (See pp. 
33 to 34.) 

Greater assistance from the National Guard may 
have been possible. National Guard units 
limited their assistance during federally 
funded (Title 32, U.S. Code) Guard training 
missions to providing law enforcement agencies 
with information on suspected marijuana 
plants. Since case law reveals that the 
National Guard is not generally considered as 
part of the armed forces when training, DOD 
regulations that restrict direct military sup- 
port to civilian law enforcement need not be 
applied to Guard units while in Title 32 
training. (See pp. 26, 29 to 32.) 

Without these restrictions, Guard units may 
directly support marijuana eradication raids 
by providing helicopters with crews to trans- 
port law enforcement officers and seized mari- 
juana plants, if the operation is compatible 
with required Guard training. However, 
National Guard headquarters guidelines did not 
specifically state that this type of support 
can be provided during training, and some 
Guard units informed state law enforcement 
agencies that such assistance was prohibited 
by the guidelines. (See pp. 26, 32, and 33.) 

During the review, GAO suggested to the Chief, 
National Guard Bureau that the Guard amend its 
drug enforcement support guidelines to specify 
the types of direct assistance that Guard 
units in training are authorized to provide 
law enforcement authorities, and the con- 
ditions under which this type of assistance 
may be provided. By letter dated April 25, 
1984, the Chief, National Guard Bureau clari- 
fied its drug enforcement support guidelines 
as suggested by GAO. (See pp. 34 to 35.) 
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STATE AND LOCAL LAW ENFORCE- 
MENT AGENCIES TO INCREASE 
INTELLIGENCE EFFORTS ON 
DOMESTIC MARIJUANA OPERATIONS 

Not much is known about the amount of mari- 
juana grown indoors, the involvement of large 
criminal organizations, and the patterns of 
domestic marijuana distribution. In response 
to a GAO questionnaire, state law enforcement 
agencies in DEA's program indicated that addi- 
tional efforts are needed to collect and ana- 
lyze intelligence regarding cultivators and 
distributors. Many of the states plan to 
increase their efforts in this area. (See 
PP* 38, 39, and 40.) 

Acquiring this information is particularly 
important if the amount of marijuana grown 
indoors and the number of large-scale cultiva- 
tion and distribution organizations continue 
to increase as most of the state agencies 
expect. Intelligence activities identifying 
these operations may help law enforcement 
agencies decide where to direct their limited 
resources so the greatest impact can be 
achieved in combatting the domestic marijuana 
problem. (See pp. 40 and 41,) 
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CHAPTER 1 

DOMESTIC MARIJUANA IS BECOMING A 

SUBSTANTIAL PORTION OF THE U.S. MARKET 

The supply of "homegrown" marijuana on the illegal market 
has been steadily increasing. Domestic marijuana accounted for 
an estimated 15 percent of all the marijuana (12,340 to 14,090 
metric tons) available in the United States during 1982. This 
is approximately double the estimated domestic marijuana supply 
in 1980. Much of this marijuana is more potent, more expensive, 
and potentially more harmful to consumers than most imported 
marijuana. Such high-grade marijuana is in demand and commands 
premium prices. This may be a reason for the increased produc- 
tion. 

The Chairman of the Subcommittee on Government Information, 
Justice, and Agriculture, House Committee on Government Opera- 
tions, asked GAO to evaluate the federal activities that address 
this problem. We focused our evaluation primarily on the Drug 
Enforcement Administration's (DEA's) national Domestic Marijuana 
Eradication/Suppression Program because it is the principal 
means by which the federal government is helping the states 
combat domestic marijuana.1 

MARIJUANA IS BEING GROWN NATIONWIDE 

While marijuana production estimates have been unreliable, 
DEA has concluded that the United States is becoming a major 
source of marijuana. According to DEA, domestic marijuana cul- 
tivation in the late 1970s was primarily limited to a few 
states. By 1983, however, domestic marijuana was being seized 
by law enforcement agencies in all 50 states, mostly in small 
plots on privately owned land. 

State law enforcement agencies, in responding to our ques- 
tionnaire (see app. III), reported that the seriousness of the 
domestic marijuana problem in their states has grown consid- 
erably over the past few years. Our questionnaire results show 

IAn ongoing GAO evaluation is addressing the Department of Agri- 
culture's Forest Service and the Department of Interior's Bureau 
of Land Management and National Park Service efforts to reduce 
marijuana cultivation in national forests and on other federal 
lands. 



that 15 of 47 states2 considered marijuana cultlvatlon to be a 
very major problem in 1983, while 4 states considered it to be a 
very major problem between 1975 and 1980. Additionally, the 
number of states considering marijuana cultivation as somewhat 
of a major problem increased from 7 during the period 1975 to 
1980 to 18 in 1983. The table below shows how all 47 state 
agencies perceived their states' marijuana cultivation problems 
over time periods in response to our questionnaire. 

Perceived Seriousness of Domestic 
Mari Juana Cultivation 

Number of States 

Very Somewhat 
major a major Moderate Little No Don't 

Time period problem problem problem problem problem know 

1983 15 la 10 3 Cl 1 
19ab1982 11 13 17 6 0 0 
7975-1980 4 7 ia 14 1 3 
Prior to 1975 2 2 4 23 4 12 

Marijuana plant eradication statistics for 1982 and 1983 
also disclose that domestic marijuana production has been 
increasing. According to DEA, its analysis of 1982 seizures 
revealed that 38 percent more domestic marijuana was eradicated 
than the federal government reported grown in the previous 
year. DEA reported that 1,653 metric tons of marijuana (2.6 
million plants) were eradicated in the United States during 
1982, whereas the federal estimate for the total domestic mari- 
juana supply to the U.S. market in 1981 was 900 to 1,200 metric 
tons. In 1983, according to DEA, 3.8 million plants were 
seized. 

Estimates prepared by the National Narcotics Intelligence 
Consumers Committee (NNICC),3 a committee composed of represen- 
tatives from DEA and other federal agencies which have an inter- 
est in illicit drug trafficking, show that domestic marijuana 

2We analyzed the questionnaire responses of 47 state law 
enforcement agencies responsible for controlling domestic 
marijuana in their states (see p. 9). 

3NNICC estimates are based on intelligence input from 10 member 
agencies, including DEA, FBI, and the National Institute on Drug 
Abuse. 
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has significantly increased as a percentage of the total U.S. 
marijuana market. NNICC estimated that domestic marijuana 
supplied approximately 7 percent (700 to 1,000 metric tons) of 
the U.S. market in both 1979 and 1980, For 1981, NNICC esti- 
mated that the domestic marijuana share had increased to 9 per- 
cent (900 to 1,200 metric tons), and NNICC's estimate for 1982 
is that domestic marijuana accounted for 15 percent (2,000 
metric tons) of the total supply available in the United States. 

NNICC's Estimated Supply of Marijuana 
to the U.S. Market, 1982 

Country 
of origin 

United States 

Colombia 

Jamaica 

Mexico 

Other 

Total 

Quantity 
(metric tons) 

2,000 

7,000 - 8,000 

1,750 - 2,500 

750 

840 

12,340 - 14,090 

Percentage of 
total supply 

15 

57 

16 

6 

6 

100 

There are those who believe that domestic marijuana has 
captured a significantly greater share of the U.S. market than 
NNICC's estimated 15 percent. For years, the National Organiza- 
tion for the Reform of Marijuana Laws (NORML)I has said that 
the federal government's estimates were too low. According to 
NORML's Domestic Marijuana Cultivation Report, domestic mari- 
juana made up 50 percent (7,500 metric tons) of an estimated 
15,000 metric tons available on the U.S. market in 1983. The 
Attorney General in Oregon has said that narcotics officers in 
his state believe that domestic marijuana represents well over 
50 percent of the total U.S. supply. 

4NORML is a non-profit membership organization which lobbies for 
the reform of laws making marijuana an illegal substance. 
NORML's goal is to remove marijuana offenses from the criminal 
justice system and to substitute regulation and taxation as a 
method for controlling marijuana. 
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Efforts have been made to develop 
better production estimates 

The need for better information to determine the extent of 
domestic marijuana cultivation has long been recognized by DEA 
and other federal agencies. In 1979, DEA and the White House 
Drug Abuse Policy office agreed that the overall collection of 
intelligence regarding the amount of domestic marijuana being 
produced was inadequate in that very little solid data had been 
developed. 

In 1982, DEA began to develop a data base to estimate 
domestic marijuana production. Eradication statistics and other 
information were requested from state law enforcement agencies 
in each of the 50 states. Despite these efforts, DEA officials 
considered the 1982 estimates and the methods used to calculate 
them as imprecise. 

In 1983, greater efforts were made to develop more accurate 
estimates. The White House Drug Abuse Policy Office initiated 
an interagency effort that established standards for estimating 
the quantity of marijuana produced in the United States. DEA 
made major refinements in its data collection activities and re- 
quested uniform statistics on a monthly basis from the 40 states 
in its program concerning the results of their eradication 
efforts. According to DEA officials, the 1983 eradication sta- 
tistics prepared by DEA on the basis of the states' reports are 
an improvement over previous years' statistics. 

Marijuana is typically cultivated 
in small plots on private land 

State law enforcement agencies reported that the majority 
of domestic marijuana is cultivated on privately owned land. 
Estimates in our questionnaire for 46 states show that an aver- 
age of 79 percent of the marijuana was grown on land either 
owned, leased, or rented by the grower, or on private land used 
by the grower with or without the owner's permission. The 
states estimated that 14 percent of the marijuana was grown on 
federal land and 8 percent on other public lands. 

The states also reported that an average of 57 percent of 
the marijuana eradicated in 1983 was found in plots containing 
fewer than 100 plants, and 29 percent in plots containing 100 to 
499 plants. Fourteen percent of the eradicated marijuana was 
found in plots containing 500 or more plants. 
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DOMESTIC MARIJUANA IS 
HIGHLY POTENT 

The seriousness of the domestic marijuana problem can be 
measured in terms of quality as well as quantity. In recent 
years, there has been an increase in the domestic cultivation of 
marijuana using the sinsemilla technique, which can produce a 
very potent form of marijuana. This has caused increased con- 
cern over the health consequences of marijuana use. Also, 
because of its increased potency, high-grade marijuana has 
become highly sought, allowing growers to charge premium prices 
and reap large profits. These profits encourage further culti- 
vation. 

More high-grade marijuana is 
being produced 

Marijuana has the ability to intoxicate its users, primar- 
ily because of the psychoactive or mind-altering ingredient 
called delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol, or THC. It is the THC con- 
tent, found at various concentrations in different parts of the 
plant, which determines the plant's potency. The sinsemilla 
technique is a relatively new growing method which produces 
large amounts of THC. In this labor-intensive technique, culti- 
vators prevent the pollination of female marijuana plants by 
removing the male plants before they release pollen. This 
causes the female plants to increase the amount of THC resin in 
their flowering buds, resulting in a seedless strain of mari- 
juana commonly known as sinsemilla, 

Growers use the sinsemilla technique to produce high-grade 
marijuana with THC levels exceeding those found in Colombian or 
other nonsinsemilla types of marijuana. The White House Drug 
Abuse Policy Office reports that sinsemilla THC content can 
range up to 11 percent. By comparison, most Colombian, Mexican, 
and Jamaican marijuana has a THC content of 2 to 4 percent. 

Growers are practicing sinsemilla cultivation in almost 
every state. Until recently, cultivation using the sinsemilla 
technique occurred primarily in Hawaii and California. Thirty- 
eight of 47 state law enforcement agencies reported that the 
cultivation of sinsemilla in their states had increased during 
the past 3 years. Estimates by respondents to our questionnaire 
disclosed that an average of 28 percent of the marijuana eradi- 
cated in 42 states during 1983 was cultivated using the sinse- 
milla technique. DEA's estimate for 1983 is that 26 percent of 
the eradicated marijuana was sinsemilla. 

Sinsemilla is not the only domestic marijuana with a high 
THC content beinq cultivated. Many growers experiment with and 
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produce other exotic varieties of high-grade marijuana. Such 
marijuana may be included in the overall estimates of sinsemilla 
eradicated in 1983. 

High-potency marijuana is increasing 
health concerns 

Over the years, there has been a host of studies concerning 
the effects of marijuana on the health of users. According to a 
1982 Marijuana and Health report issued by the Institute of 
Medicine of the National Academy of Sciences,5 

"Scientific evidence published to date indicates that 
marijuana has a broad range of psychological and bio- 
logical effects, some of which, at least under certain 
conditions, are harmful to human health." 

According to the Surgeon General, some of the known or sus- 
pected effects attributed to the use of marijuana are: impaired 
short-term memory and slowed learning; impaired lung function 
similar to that found in cigarette smokers; decreased sperm 
count; interference with ovulation and prenatal development; 
impaired immune response; possible adverse effects on heart 
function; and by-products of marijuana remaining in body fat for 
several weeks with unknown consequences. Another major concern 
is the presumed link between the use of large amounts of mari- 
juana, particularly among young consumers, and the "amotiva- 
tional syndrome" characterized by apathy and loss of motivation. 

Researchers state that the use of high-potency marijuana 
may result in more serious problems than suspected from past 
research that was based on lower potency marijuana. Moreover, 
the Drug Abuse Warning Network (DAWN)6 reported a 13-percent 
increase in the number of marijuana-related hospital emergencies 
during 1982, which, according to NNICC, possibly reflects the 
increased abuse of high-potency marijuana. 

Although different perspectives on the health consequences 
of marijuana consumption exist, there is a consensus that mari- 
juana is potentially hazardous to one's health and that the 
availability of substantially more potent varieties necessitates 

5Marijuana and Health, report of a study by a Committee of the 
Institute of Medicine of the National Academy of Sciences, 1982. 

6DAWN 1s a nationwide program that gathers data on drug abuse 
from hospital emergency rooms and medical examiners in selected 
locations throughout the United States. 
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a re-evaluation of the hazards involving high-potency mari- 
juana. The 1982 report by the National Academy of Sciences' 
Institute of Medicine concludes, "What little we know for cer- 
tain about the effects of marijuana on human health--and all 
that we have reason to suspect-- justifies serious national con- 
cern." 

Large profits are being made 

The quality of marijuana is also significant from a commer- 
cial merchandising standpoint. According to a NNICC report 
assessing U.S. drug supplies in 1982, domestic marijuana is con- 
sidered to be a superior product by users, and lower grade 
imported marijuana has become less attractive. The recognized 
superior potency of sinsemilla allows growers to reap huge 
profits. Domestic sinsemilla commands prices of $1,200 to 
$2,600 per pound versus $700 to $800 per pound for Colombian 
marijuana. For example, one grower in Northern California told 
law enforcement officials that he was to receive $500,000 from a 
buyer for his 250 sinsemilla plants upon harvest. 

The amount of money that can be made from marijuana culti- 
vation attracts different types of people to this illegal busi- 
ness. Backgrounds of cultivators include moonshiners, farmers, 
housewives, artists, carpenters, mechanics, and professionals. 
For example, in Mississippi, a teacher who had received a 
teaching commendation was responsible for growing one of the 
largest crops seized during the the state's 1982 eradication 
efforts. Some DEA and state officials said they fear that the 
potential for large profits will increasingly attract violent 
criminals and will corrupt legitimate businesses and public 
officials. 

Growers sometimes use various means to protect their lucra- 
tive crops against poachers, trespassers, and law enforcement 
officers. For example, alarms, attack dogs, booby traps, and 
armed guards have been encountered. Law enforcement officials 
reported that they seized 984 weapons during DEA's 1983 domestic 
marijuana program. 

OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY 

We conducted our evaluation in accordance with the subcom- 
mittee's request. The subcommittee requested that we evaluate 
the current programs within DEA and other federal agencies which 
address the domestic marijuana problem, and to specifically 
address 

--the current roles, responsibilities, and expenditures of 
the federal agencies that assist state and local agencies 
with this problem; 
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--what the states' needs may be and how satisfied they are 
with the federal assistance they currently receive; 

--how states have used the changes in Posse Comitatus 
legislation to request military assistance in detecting 
marijuana growth: 

--how current intelligence estimates of domestic production 
are assembled and what intelligence methods are used to 
detect, destroy, and measure illegal domestic marijuana; 

--to what extent federal agencies used the multistate 
regional intelligence networks to collect intelligence in 
this area. 

As agreed to with the subcommittee, we focused our evalua- 
tion primarily on DEA's Domestic Marijuana Eradication/ 
Suppression Program because it is the principal means by which 
the federal government is helping the states with this problem. 
We also obtained some information concerning other federal 
assistance to the states. 

To accomplish our objectives, we performed work in 
Washington, D.C. as well as in certain states. The states we 
selected differed significantly in the amount of marijuana pre- 
viously eradicated, and the year they started receiving DEA 
assistance for eradication. We performed work at the following 
offices: 

--DEA headquarters, the National Guard Bureau, the Depart- 
ment of Defense (DOD), and the White House Drug Abuse 
Policy Office in Washington, D.C.; 

--DEA field offices in California, Colorado, Georgia, 
Hawaii, Kentucky, Ohio, Oregon, Tennessee, and Utah; 

--State law enforcement agencies in California, Colorado, 
Georgia, Kentucky, Ohio, and Tennessee, as well as police 
departments in Honolulu, Hilo, and Kahului, Hawaii; 

--National Guard units in Georgia, Hawaii, and Ohio; and 

--Regional Information Sharing Systems projects in Cali- 
fornia, Massachusetts, Missouri, and Tennessee. 

Our work included: 

--discussions and interviews with agency officials; 
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--review of DEA and DOD policies, procedures, regulations, 
and practices; 

--examination and summarization of agencies' reports, 
files, correspondence, statistical data, budgetary data, 
and congressional reports, hearings, and legislation; 

--review of DEA's national domestic marijuana eradication 
statistics and cultivation estimates, and National Narco- 
tics Intelligence Consumers Committee estimates of domes- 
tic marijuana production;and 

--observation of a marijuana eradication raid by law 
enforcement officers in northern California. 

In addition to our fieldwork, we sent a standardized ques- 
tionnaire to the state law enforcement agency responsible for 
controlling domestic marijuana in each of the 50 states, We 
requested information, generally for calendar year 1983, con- 
cerning the nature and extent of domestic marijuana cultivation 
and distribution, eradication and enforcement efforts and their 
impact, federal assistance, intelligence collection, and inves- 
tigations. For the 10 states not participating in DEA's 1983 
domestic marijuana program, we also requested information con- 
cerning eradication raids and the reason DEA funding was not 
received. 

Ninety-eight percent (49 of 50) of the state agencies 
responded and answered all or parts of our questionnaires. We 
excluded 2 of the 49 questionnaires from our analysis, however, 
because the responses did not apply to all domestic marijuana 
eradication and suppression activities within those two states. 
Information from the total 47 state law enforcement agencies is 
used in Chapter 1 because the chapter discusses the overall 
domestic marijuana problem in the United States. However, 
chapters 2, 3, 4, and 5 discuss DEA's 1983 Domestic Marijuana 
Eradication/Suppression Program, and we limited our analysis of 
the questionnaires to the 37 respondents who participated in 
DEA's 1983 program. 

We discussed the domestic mariluana problem and control 
efforts with representatives of the National Governors' Associa- 
tion (NGA), the National Criminal Justice Association (NCJA), 
and the State Drug Enforcement Alliance (SDEA). Additionally, 
we attended a roundtable discussion on the use of the military 
in the control of illegal drugs co-sponsored by the NGA, the 
Department of Justice, the NCJA, the National Guard Association, 
and the SDEA. 
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We also reviewed information published by the Natlonal 
Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) concerning the health consequen- 
ces of marijuana use, and we discussed this topic with a member 
of the National Advisory Council of NIDA. 

We supplemented the work described above with information 
obtained on another GAO evaluation addressing marijuana cultiva- 
tion on national forest and other federal lands. 

The Subcommittee requested that, because of time con- 
straints, we not obtain agency comments on this report. We did, 
however, discuss the report's content with agency officials, and 
their comments are incorporated where appropriate. Our review 
was performed in accordance with generally accepted government 
auditing standards. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IS HELPING 

STATE AND LOCAL AUTHORITIES COMBAT 

THE CULTIVATION OF MARIJUANA 

In an attempt to curtail the increasing cultivation of 
marijuana in the United States, DEA has increased its assistance 
to state and local law enforcement agencies. In 1983, 40 states 
participated in DEA's Domestic Marijuana Eradication/Suppression 
Program. As part of its program, DEA allocated to the states a 
total of $1.75 million to help defray expenses of marijuana 
eradication activities. DEA also provided some training, equip- 
ment, and a small number of personnel. Such support is consis- 
tent with the overall federal drug strategy which encourages 
state and local agencies to control domestic marijuana. 

Federal assistance is not limited to DEA. For example, the 
U.S. Forest Service and the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) 
cooperate with local law enforcement in certain states to detect 
and eradicate marijuana that is grown on federal lands. Other 
agencies, such as the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms 
and the FBI also provided some help. 

FEDERAL STRATEGY FOR COMBATTING 
DOMESTIC MARIJUANA 

The Drug Abuse Office and Treatment Act of 1972 (Public Law 
92-255) established a Strategy Council on Drug Abuse to develop 
a federal strategy for drug abuse prevention and drug traffick- 
ing control by the federal government. The council consists of 
representatives from the White House Drug Abuse Policy Office; 
the Departments of Justice, State, Defense, and Treasury; and 
eight other departments and independent agencies. 

The strategy provides for federal initiatives encouraging 
state and local agencies to eradicate marijuana cultivated in 
the United States. The 1982 strategy' emphasizes that a key 
element of domestic drug law enforcement 

"is public recognition of the needs to stop the produc- 
tion of illegal drugs within the United States and to 
expand the ongoing drug eradication efforts throughout 

'The most recent strategy statement, Federal Strategy for 
Prevention of Drug Abuse and Drug Trafficking, was published in 
1982. 
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the United States . . . cultivation of cannabis2 
requires the attention of all levels of government, 
with emphasis on initiatives by state and local law 
enforcement activities." 

DEA HAS INCREASED ITS ASSISTANCE 
TO THE STATES FOR MARIJUANA 
PLANT ERADICATION/SUPPRESSION 

DEA, the principal federal agency for drug law enforcement, 
has assisted state and local law enforcement agencies since 
1979, when it helped agencies in California and Hawaii. In 
1981, DEA expanded its support to include Oregon, Florida, 
Georgia, Missouri, and Kentucky. During that year, a DEA survey 
disclosed that marijuana was being commercially cultivated in at 
least 25 states. DEA also found that in 1981 greater amounts of 
high-grade marijuana were being produced, commanding higher 
prices and thereby providing a greater incentive to growers. To 
counter this threat, in 1982, DEA established its Domestic Mari- 
juana Eradication/Suppression Program which initially included 
25 states. On the basis of further analysis of the problem in 
1982, DEA expanded the program to 40 states in 1983. 

DEA allocated $2.4 million from its operating budget ($255 
million in fiscal year 1983) for the 1983 Domestic Marijuana 
Eradication/Suppression Program. About $1.75 million of this 
was given directly to state and local law enforcement agencies 
for eradicating marijuana plants and for suppression activities 
including the arrest and prosecution of offenders and seizure of 
their assets. 

The remaining allocated funds were used by DEA for: train- 
ing schools attended by state and local officers (as well as 
some Forest Service and BLM agents); aircraft surveillance to 
help locate marijuana plots: high-altitude photography in parts 
of California and Oregon; and other DEA headquarters and field 
office activities, such as informing the public about the threat 
of marijuana cultivation, helping states develop programs, coor- 
dinating with other federal agencies, assisting with certain 
investigations, and developing methods for using herbicides to 
eradicate plants. A breakdown of the $2.4 million is provided 
in the following table. 

2Cannabis is a broad leaf weed from which marijuana, the 
finished dry drug substance, can be produced. Both terms, 
cannabis and marijuana, are used interchangeably in this 
report. 
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DEA Funds Allocated 
Domestic Marijuana Eradication/Suppression Proqram 

1983 

Funds to states 
Training schools 
DEA airwing 
High-altitude photographya 
Headquarters and field office 

operating funds 
Purchase of evidence/purchase 

of information 

$1,750,270 
83,500 

100,000 
150,000 

261,130 

55,100 

Total $2,400,000 

aDEA's Office of Science and Technology contributed an addi- 
tional $50,000 to this project. 

The extent of DEA's assistance to each state to combat 
domestic marijuana varies. While all states participating in 
DEA's program reportedly have marijuana being grown for profit, 
some states have a greater problem than others. DEA's plan is 
to provide differing levels of assistance, depending upon the 
perceived volume of cultivation, sufficient to support an 
aggressive search program in each state. The amount of funds 
that DEA gave to each of the 40 participating states during 1983 
is shown in appendix II. 

OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES ARE ALSO HELPING 

In addition to DEA, other federal agencies assist state and 
local marijuana eradication efforts. Because some marijuana is 
cultivated on lands managed by the U:S. Forest Service and BLM, 
they contribute money, equipment for aerial surveillance, and in 
certain instances manpower to support state and local domestic 
marijuana control efforts. For example, in 1983, the Forest 
Service provided about $1.1 million and BLM provided an esti- 
mated $180,000 in cooperative law enforcement funds to combat 
marijuana cultivation. In addition, both agencies contributed 
to research on advanced methods for detecting marijuana from the 
air. 

State and local law enforcement agencies in certain loca- 
tions have received some assistance from other federal agencies 
as well. Various state law enforcement officials reported that 
in 1983 their states' domestic marijuana control efforts were 
assisted to some extent by the FBI; Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco 
and Firearms; Internal Revenue Service; U.S. Customs; U.S. Coast 
Guard; and DOD. The types of assistance varied by state and by 
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the federal agency involved but included investigation, intelli- 
gence, eradication manpower, and aerial support. With the 
exception of DOD, the total amount of assistance from each 
agency cannot be readily determined. 

A MODEL STATE PROGRAM 

The eradication and suppression efforts in California dur- 
ing 1983 are considered by DEA to be an example of the type of 
coordination DEA is encouraging. To provide a vehicle for 
focusing multi-agency resources on domestic marijuana, a joint 
county, state, and federal task force referred to as the 
Campaign Against Marijuana Planting (CAMP) was established, 
Twenty-eight agencies participated, including agencies not 
normally involved in such activities (e.g., California Office of 
Emergency Services, California Department of Forestry, and the 
National Guard). This coordination of effort is the reason DEA 
has labeled CAMP a model program. 

The principal participating agencies paid for much of 
CAMP's costs. However, some needed resources were neither 
available from these agencies nor eligible for procurement with 
the limited federal funds available. The California Office of 
Emergency Services located and acquired these resources from 
within the state government. 

ties. 
CAMP targeted high density cultivation areas in 14 coun- 

The counties were divided into four regions, each having 
a regional strike team responsible for carrying out eradication 
raids. Potential raid targets were identified through aerial 
observation and other means, and specific sites were selected 
for the raids. 
each region. 

Weekly operations plans were then developed for 

weekly plans, 
After the CAMP steering committee approved the 
the strike teams conducted the eradication raids 

and reported the results to CAMP headquarters. 
week operation, 

During the IO- 
teams raided 524 sites resulting in the destruc- 

tion of 64,579 plants. The following sequence of photographs 
was taken during a CAMP operation in Northern California. 
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In September 1983, GAO observed a marijuana raid in Yuba County, Cahfornta The raid 
was partof California’s Campaign Against MarlJuana Planting (CAMP)-a joint county, state. 
and federal task force which targeted hbgh density cultivatton areas in NorthernCalIfornIa. 
The raid resulted in the seizure of approximately 5,000 marijuana plants, cultivated In four 
different plots and scattered throughout a forest area. 
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Source GAO 

An example of a stem full of buds from one of the seized marijuana plants. A well cultrvated 
marijuana plant can produce numerous buds which are the most valuable and potent part of 
the plant. 

Raid team members Included law enforcement officers from Sheriff’s 
Butte Counties, the California Bureau of Narcotic Enforcement, U S. 
Bureau of Land Management 

Source GAO 

Offices rn Yuba and 
Forest Service, and 
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Eradication raids are labor intensive and require the efforts of many people 
to cut, remove, and destroy the marrjuana plants. 

Source GAO 

The seized plants are paled on a net and readled for transport by helicopter. 
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Source GAO 

A law enforcement officer records the number of marrjuana plantsseized. Accurate eradlca- 
tron statistics help Improve estimates of marijuana production 

Source GAO 

A UH-1 (Huey) helrcoptersupplred and crewed by the National Guard provided air transpor- 
tation for the strike team and removed the serzed marrjuana from the forest area The 
National Guard furnished such assrstance to CAMP after the governor determined that 
emergency measures were necessary 



Source GAO 

Two nets loaded with marijuana are hooked to a steel cable suspended from the helicopter, 
and airlifted to the landing zone. Air support is sometimes needed to transport seized 
cultivation equipment (e.g.; irrigation pipes, pumps, and generators) and to insert and 
extract raid teams 
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Sourc? GAO 

Source GAO 

The air-lifted marlluana IS dropped at the landing zone, loaded onto a truck, and then 
transported to an lnclnerator for destruction. 
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CHAPTER 3 

ENFORCEMENT EFFORTS HAVE DISRUPTED 

CULTIVATION METHODS AND STATES 

CLAIM MORE RESOURCES NEEDED 

Marijuana cultivation in the United States continues to 
increase. The major impact of federal, state, and local eradi- 
cation and suppression efforts has been to cause marijuana grow- 
ers to become more cautious and change their cultivation methods 
to make their plants harder to detect by law enforcement offi- 
cials. Growers are shifting their operations indoors; breaking 
up outdoor crops into smaller plots; and using other techniques, 
such as camouflage nets to conceal their outdoor crops. Many 
law enforcement officials said they believe that such practices 
will be more prevalent in the future, and they expect domestic 
marijuana cultivation to increase during 1984 and 1985. 

In responding to our questionnaire, state law enforcement 
agencies involved in DEA's domestic marijuana program identified 
a variety of resources needed to increase the impact of their 
eradication and suppression efforts, both indoors and outdoors. 
Most state agencies said their efforts will decrease without 
continued federal funding. 

IMPACT OF ERADICATION AND 
SUPPRESSION PROGRAM 

In our questionnaire sent to state law enforcement agencies 
in October 1983, we asked each agency to describe the impact of 
their state's efforts against domestic marijuana. Agencies 
representing 36 of the 40 states in DEA's 1983 program 
responded.1 One state, Ohio, said it had reduced the amount of 
marijuana being cultivated. Another state said its efforts had 
no effect on cultivation, and eight states (including California 
with its model program) could not determine whether there was an 
impact in terms of reduced marijuana cultivation. Twenty-six 
other states reported that their efforts resulted in seizing 
plants, making arrests, and letting growers know that action is 
being taken. However, the most frequent impact cited (13 of the 
26 states) was that enforcement efforts have caused marijuana 

'Because chapters 2, 3, 4, and 5 discuss and evaluate DEA's 
national program, questionnaire analysis in the chapters is 
limited to states that participated in DEA's 1983 Domestic 
Marijuana Eradication/Suppression Program. Aggregate responses 
for all 47 responding states are contained in appendix III. 
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growers to alter their cultivation methods. Many growers are 
trying to avoid detection by taking evasive actions, such as 
cultivating smaller and scattered plots, spacing plants among 
other vegetation, using camouflage, and moving indoors. 

Using greenhouses or buildings to cultivate marijuana 
indoors is becoming increasingly popular. A 1982 narcotics 
assessment by the Western States Information Network (WSIN)2 of 
marijuana cultivation in California, Oregon, Hawaii, and 
Washington noted this trend. WSIN found that enforcement 
efforts have prompted cultivators to start indoor operations in 
each of those states, and that many of these growers are using 
sophisticated lighting and irrigation systems (such as high 
intensity lamps and hydroponics).3 

The seizure of an indoor hydroponic growing operation in 
Cleveland, Ohio, illustrates the degree of sophistication that 
can be achieved. This hydroponic laboratory was housed on three 
floors of a commercial building and had a constant flowing 
nutrient system piped throughout from a 600-gallon tank. One 
floor, equipped with flourescent lighting, was used as a starter 
area. The other two floors were for maturing plants and con- 
tained about 50 high-intensity lights. Drug agents seized over 
400 marijuana plants, dried marijuana from drying rooms, several 
trash bags of manicured marijuana, and $50,000 worth of equip- 
ment at the facility. According to DEA, individuals who are 
experts in such hydroponic plant growing are reportedly being 
recruited as consultants by other marijuana growers unfamiliar 
with hydroponic cultivation methods. 

Responses to our questionnaire by states in DEA's program 
provide an indication of the extent that indoor cultivation has 
increased. Twenty-seven (73 percent) of the 37 state law 
enforcement agencies responding said the number of marijuana 
plants grown in greenhouses had increased during the past 3 
years, and 22 (60 percent) said the number of plants cultivated 
indoors, excluding greenhouses, had increased during that same 
period. None of the agencies cited a decrease. 

2WSIN is one of seven Regional Information Sharing Systems (RISS) 
multistate projects funded by the Congress. It is designed to 
provide criminal information exchange, intelligence analysis, 
and other related operational support services to state and 
local law enforcement agencies in California, Oregon, Hawaii, 
Washington, and Alaska. 

3Hydroponics is the cultivation of plants by placing the roots in 
liquid nutrient solutions rather than in soil. 
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We also asked the state law enforcement agencies to indi- 
cate in the questionnaire how much increase or decrease in mari- 
juana cultivation, indoors and otherwise, they expect in their 
states during 1984 and 1985. The table below shows how the 
agencies responded. 

Expectations for Marijuana Cultivation 
in 1984 and 1985 

Neither 
increase 

Great mr Great 
Activity increase Increase decrease Decrease decrease 

e-e-- ------- ( percent) a-------- 
Cultivation of 

marijuana (excluding 
sinsemilla) 30 51 11 8 0 

Cultivation of 
sinsemilla 51 38 8 3 0 

Cultivation of marijuana 
plants in greenhouses 43 54 3 0 0 

Cultivation of marijuana 
plants indoors (exclud- 
ing greenhouses) 32 46 22 0 0 

apercentage of the 37 responding agencies participating in DEA's 
Domestic Marijuana Program. For percentages applicable to all 
responding agencies, see appendix III, p. 52. 

As can be seen in the table above, most of the states expect the 
cultivation of domestic marijuana to continue to increase and 
more of it to be grown indoors in greenhouses and buildings. 

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES NEEDED 
BY THE STATES 

State law enforcement agencies state that a variety of 
additional resources are needed to achieve a greater impact on 
the domestic marijuana problem. Some states plan to allocate 
more resources but overall, the state agencies expect the 
planned increases to fall short of what is needed. 

The state agencies indicated in our questionnaire the types 
of resources needed in their states. They also indicated 
whether their states plan to commit more of these resources in 
1984 and 1985. The following table compares the number of 
responding state agencies in DEA's 1983 program that cited a 
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need for more resources with the number that said increases are 
planned.4 

Resources Needed in 1984 and 1985 by States 
in Deals Dcmestic Marijuana Prcqrama 

Eradication manpower 
Fixed-wing aircraft 
Troop-lift helicopters 
Other types of helicopters 
Off-road vehicles 
Sophisticated equipnt to 

locate marijuana plots 
Equipment for eradicating 

plants 
Investigative assistance 
Intelligence collection 

and analysis assistance 
Training 

Resource 
More resources More resources cXmmit.ment 

needed planned Unknown 

----------(N-r of states)----- 

30 17 2 
32 16 3 
23 7 71 
34 16 6 
34 15 4 

33 15 7 

32 19 6 
27 26 0 

36 29 0 
31 22 2 

aThirty-seven of the state agencies participating in DEA's 1983 
program responded to our questionnaire. Not all of the 37 
respondents answered every question. For responses from all 
responding agencies, see appendix III, pp. 66 and 67. 

For each of the resources listed above, more states 
expressed a need than said an increase was planned. The resour- 
ces most often identified as being needed were intelligence 
activities, helicopters, and off-road vehicles. Over half of 
the states citing a need for these three resources said their 
level of need was either critical or great. Most of the states 
plan to increase resources in the intelligence area. None of 
the states plan to decrease their level of commitment. 

In response to another question, most states also indicated 
a continued need for federal funding to help support their 
efforts. Thirty of the 37 responding state law enforcement 
agencies said activities directed toward domestic marijuana in 
their states would decrease to some extent if federal funding 
and resources were eliminated. Three of these state agencies 

40ur questionnaire allowed the respondents to indicate the extent 
of their needs and of any planned increases or decreases in 
resources. 
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said eradication/suppression activities would not take place at 
all, 14 said there would be a very great decrease, and another 4 
said activities would greatly decrease. Two-thirds of those 
citing a large reduction in eradication efforts without federal 
support also said that marijuana cultivation was a very major 
problem in their states. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The states that participated in DFA's 1983 domestic mari- 
juana program reported little overall progress in reducing mari- 
juana cultivation. According to the states, the effect of law 
enforcement efforts has been primarily to cause growers to shift 
their operations indoors or take other actions so outdoor crops 
will not easily be detected. Marijuana cultivation is expected 
to continue to increase in most of the states. State law 
enforcement agencies said a variety of additional resources are 
needed to increase their eradication and suppression efforts, 
both indoors and outdoors. 
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CHAPTER 4 

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE AND NATIONAL 

GUARD RESOURCES CAN BE USED IN THE 

DOMESTIC MARIJUANA ENFORCEMENT PROGRAM 

The National Guard and the Department of Defense (DOD) can 
legally provide certain resources , particularly air support, 
needed by many state and local agencies in their efforts to 
eradicate domestic marijuana being grown outdoors, Their sup- 
port to agencies in DEA's 1983 program, however, was minimal. 

While in a federally funded training status, National Guard 
units may provide direct helicopter support (transporting law 
enforcement personnel and marijuana plants) to law enforcement 
agencies for marijuana eradication raids. However, Guard units 
limited their assistance in this status to the spotting of mari- 
juana plants when on aircraft training missions. A reason for 
the limited assistance may have been that Guard headquarters 
guidelines did not clearly state that units may provide direct 
assistance to civilian drug enforcement agencies while train- 
ing. Some local Guard officials informed civilian agencies that 
National Guard guidelines prohibit such assistance. 

Two state drug enforcement agencies received DOD assistance 
in support of domestic marijuana eradication activities. Many 
state law enforcement agencies involved in marijuana eradication 
told us that they either were not aware that DOD assistance may 
have been available or lacked information on how to request it. 

NATIONAL GUARD AND DOD RESOURCES ARE 
NEEDED BY STATE AND LOCAL AGENCIES 

In response to our questionnaire, most state agencies cited 
a need for helicopters, airplanes, off-road vehicles, and other 
equipment to increase the impact of their efforts. Marijuana 
cultivators often plant their crops in remote areas, making them 
difficult to spot and eradicate. Ninety-two percent of the 37 
responding agencies in DEA's program said information on mari- 
juana plots sighted by Guard and DOD personnel while on routine 
military operations would be of great or very great value to 
their efforts. Seventy-eight percent of the agencies also said 
that allowing civilian law enforcement officers on board mili- 
tary training flights for the purpose of detecting marijuana 
plots would be valuable. 

According to DEA, providing troop-lift helicopters with 
crews for marijuana eradication raids is the single greatest 
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contribution the Guard can make to the domestic marijuana pro- 
gram. This type of assistance is beneficial because troop-lift 
helicopters can insert raid teams in remote areas where marl- 
juana is often grown and can remove both the teams and the con- 
fiscated plants from the raid sites. 

DOD ASSISTANCE MAY 
BE AVAILABLE 

The Congress recently has encouraged DOD to provide some 
assistance to civilian law enforcement authorities. While the 
Posse Comitatus Act (18 U.S.C. 1385) generally prohibits federal 
military participation in civilian law enforcement activities, 
legislation enacted1 on December 1, 1981, provides exceptions 
to this prohibition, The 1981 legislation was prompted by con- 
cern over the massive smuggling of both drugs and illegal immi- 
grants into the United States and the potential of the Posse 
Comitatus Act to restrict DOD assistance. As was noted in the 
December 16, 1981, Congressional Record: 

"Clearly in these times of fiscal restraint, it 
is imperative that all possible resources be utilized 
to combat narcotics trafficking and all relevant agen- 
cies cooperate. Perhaps the greatest untapped 
resource is the Department of Defense." 

The legislation authorizes certain specific forms of mili- 
tary cooperation with civilian law enforcement officials. For 
example, DOD may furnish information collected during the normal 
course of military operations that may pertain to a violation of 
federal or state law, lend equipment and facilities for law 
enforcement purposes, train civilian law enforcement officers in 
the operation and maintenance of loaned military equipment, and 
provide expert advice. The legislation prohibits direct parti- 
cipation by DOD personnel in searches, seizures, and arrests, 
unless otherwise authorized by law, and prohibits providing 
assistance if it will adversely affect military preparedness. 
The legislation also provides that DOD may require reimbursement 
as a condition for its assistance. 

Certain types of authorized DOD assistance would be helpful 
to domestic marijuana eradication efforts. For example, DOD may 
provide state and local agencies with information on marijuana 
plots sighted during DOD training flights. It may loan equip- 
ment such as helicopters and off-road vehicles (requiring reim- 
bursement for fuel, parts, and maintenance costs in some 

Ipublic Law No, 97-86, 95 Stat. 1099, 1114-1116 (1981) (10 
U.S.C. 371-378). 
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instances), and can provide base facilities for training and 
storage. In addition, DOD personnel may train civilian authori- 
ties to operate DOD loaned equipment. 

In accordance with the 1981 legislation, DOD published 
guidelines on March 22, 1982, regarding DOD cooperation with 
civilian law enforcement officials. These guidelines cited the 
authorized DOD assistance which may be provided to civilian law 
enforcement as cited on p. 27. 

Law enforcement agencies have not capitalized on DOD assis- 
tance for marijuana eradication. Two states received DOD's help 
during 1983: 

--One state was loaned a National Guard helicopter at the 
direction of DOD. The helicopter was used to transport 
officers quickly into an area difficult to reach on the 
ground, According to the state law enforcement agency, 
this assistance resulted in the eradication of over 
10,000 marijuana plants and the arrest of the cultiva- 
tors. The agency said that more of this support is 
needed. 

--Working through a U.S. attorney, another state requested 
and received a loan of military compasses and night 
vision goggles for help with domestic marijuana investi- 
gations. Correspondence from a local Air Force officer 
in the U.S. attorney's district indicated that identify- 
ing marijuana plants during photography training flights 
and providing the information to civilian drug enforce- 
ment agencies are excellent ways to utilize data that is 
readily available. 

Most state law enforcement agencies lacked adequate infor- 
mation about DOD assistance. In responding to our question- 
naire, 11 of 37 agencies (30 percent) in DEA's program said they 
knew such assistance was available and how to obtain it. 
Twenty-six (70 percent) either did not know DOD assistance was 
available or were aware that it was available but did not know 
how to obtain it. When asked whether their states expect to 
request DOD support during 1984 and 1985, many of the agencies 
indicated a need for more information on the types of assistance 
that DOD can provide and/or the procedures for making a request, 

LAWS AND REGULATIONS AFFECTING 
NATIONAL GUARD ASSISTANCE WHILE 
IN TRAINING STATUS 

While the defense of the nation is the primary mission of 
the National Guard, it has the additional mission of assisting 
civil authorities in the preservation of life, the protection of 
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property, and maintenance of order. The National Guard unless 
in federal service is not restricted by the Posse Comitatus act 
from assisting states in their marijuana eradication efforts. 
However, when the Guard is training other legal restrictions 
exist. Although the National Guard has indicated a willingness 
to support drug enforcement and Guard units provided some assis- 
tance to states in 1983, some state Guard units are not sure of 
the extent of assistance the National Guard may provide while in 
federally funded training status. 

Applicability of Posse Comitatus 
restrictions to the National Guard 

The National Guard generally is not subject to the restric- 
tions contained in the Posse Comitatus Act. This is because the 
Act only applies to the armed forces of the United States, and 
the National Guard generally is not treated as part of the armed 
forces unless called into federal service. 

Congress has the Constitutional authority to provide for 
"calling forth the militia2 to execute the laws" of the United 
States. Congress has exercised that authority by passing laws 
authorizing the President to call the militia of any state into 
federal service under certain conditions. Existing laws provide 
that when members of the National Guard are called into active 
federal service, they are subject to laws and regulations 
governing the armed forces (see e.g., 10 U.S.C. 3499 governing 
the Army National Guard). Therefore, a federalized Guard would 
appear to be subject to the Posse Comitatus Act. 

The Guard also may be called into active service by a 
Governor in response to an emergency declared in accordance with 
state law. When this occurs, the Guard is considered part of 
the state militia and subject to state laws. Therefore, it 
would not be subject to restrictions contained in the Posse 
Comitatus Act and other federal statutes which apply only to the 
armed forces of the United States. Activities conducted while 
in state active duty status must be funded by the state and may 
include search, seizure, and transport of confiscated contra- 
band. In an emergency declared by the Governor, National Guard 
equipment may be used.3 

2The terms National Guard and militia often are interchange- 
able. For example, 32 U.S.C. 101 (4) and (6) defines the 
National Guard as part of the organized militia of the states. 

3National Guard equipment is owned by DOD. 
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The National Guard, in addition to being called into fede- 
ral or state service, may be encamped for combat readiness 
training purposes (Title 32, U.S. Code). Although the Federal 
Government provides funds and supplies to the Guard for train- 
iv, this does not necessarily determine its status when in 
training for purposes of the Posse Comitatus Act. The National 
Guard is defined in 32 U.S.C. 101 as that part of the state 
militia which is financed at federal expense. Also, members of 
the National Guard on unit training generally have been regarded 
by the courts as part of the state militia and not in United 
States service. Since the Posse Comitatus Act applies only to 
the armed forces, to the extent that the Guard generally is not 
considered part of the armed forces when in title 32 training, 
Posse Comitatus restrictions appear not to apply. This comports 
with Army regulations which provide that restrictions on mili- 
tary participation in civilian law enforcement do not apply to 
members of the Army National Guard when not in federal service. 

Effect of federal funding on the extent 
of National Guard assistance 

The funding of the National Guard, while in title 32 train- 
ing status, by federal appropriations acts provides a direct and 
certain legal limitation on the Guard participating in civilian 
law enforcement activities. Federal funds provided to the Guard 
for training may only be used for activities related to the pur- 
poses for which the appropriation was made. Consequently, 
assistance in marijuana control efforts provided by the National 
Guard while in training status must be related to a training 
purpose. The National Guard Bureau 4 has recognized this limi- 
tation in a June 1983 letter providing drug enforcement guide- 
lines to the state Adjutants Generals by limiting assistance to 
that "incidental and compatible with scheduled training." 

4The National Guard Bureau is a joint agency of the Depart- 
ments of Army and Air Force and participates with both Depart- 
ments in developing and coordinating all programs affecting 
Guard units, The Bureau administers programs, and issues 
regulations for the training and development of the Army and 
Air Force Guards. 

5A state Adjutant General, appointed by the governor in most 
states, is the state's senior officer over both Army and Air 
Force National Guard units, and is in the position of either 
National Guard Commander or Chief of Staff to the Governor, 
depending on state law. 
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National Guard assistance provided 

Under the limitations described above, it appears that 
there are a range of marijuana control activities which are com- 
patible with training requirements. Guard officials have stated 
that certain eradication tasks are compatible with certain Guard 
training requirements. According to a National Guard headquar- 
ters aviation unit operations specialist, 10 of the 11 general 
training task categories that the Guard requires of helicopter 
crews are compatible with direct marijuana eradication support. 
These tasks include flight planning, aircraft hovering, and tac- 
tical and special mission tasks such as aerial observation, 
evasive maneuvers, and terrain flight takeoffs and approaches, 

Also, National Guard officials in California and Hawaii, 
where Guard units provided direct support to marijuana eradica- 
tion efforts, told us that such assistance provides good train- 
ing for helicopter crews. According to Hawaii's Guard* the type 
of flying performed in support of the program constitutes real- 
istic training for helicopter crews, and the tasks performed 
were closer to combat duty than any other type of training per- 
formed. The assistance in California and Hawaii was provided 
under a state of emergency after their governors declared that 
illegal drug operations represented a threat to the state 
populace requiring emergency measures. Therefore, while the 
training limitations do not apply, the testimony of Guard offi- 
cials in these states is useful in explaining the degree to 
which eradication tasks resemble training requirements. 

During 1983, all Guard support while in federal training 
status was limited to information gathering and sharing. 
Responses to our questionnaire disclosed that during 1983 the 
Guard assisted 14 states in their domestic marijuana control 
efforts. Support to 10 of the 14 states was in the form of 
information on the location of suspected marijuana fields 
detected during routine training flights. (As of December 1983, 
16 state law enforcement agencies had entered into agreements 
with Guard units for this type of assistance. Seventeen addi- 
tional state agencies were either engaged in discussions or 
developing agreements for this assistance.) 

Guard assistance to three of the other states included the 
loan of night vision goggles, a fuel truck, and a Guard facil- 
ity, as well as training in booby trap detection. Troop-lift 
helicopters with crews were provided for some marijuana eradica- 
tion raids in California after the governor activated the Guard 
unit by declaring that California's marijuana production consti- 
tuted a state of emergency. Such direct assistance was also 
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provided in Hawaii where the Governor also declared an 
emergency.6 Twenty helicopter support missions in California 
contributed to the eradication of 218,576 pounds of marijuana 
and 12 arrests, and nine missions in Hawaii helped with the 
eradication of 140,710 marijuana plants. 

Confusion exists concerning 
type of direct assistance 
authorized by guidellnes 

Some confusion exists among Guard units regarding the 
extent that the Guard may support civilian law enforcement and 
under what circumstances assistance may be provided. According 
to the National Guard Bureau June 1983 drug enforcement sup- 
port guidelines, support to the marijuana program while in 
training status is "limited primarily to" providing information 
on the location of marijuana fields detected during routine 
training flights. Headquarters officials said guidelines permit 
units to provide direct assistance (transporting law enforcement 
personnel and confiscated contraband) to law enforcement agen- 
cies during training under certain circumstances including: 

--Operations must be compatible with the unit's mission/ 
training tasks and must not interfere with scheduled 
training, although modification of preplanned routes and 
locations is allowable. 

--The National Guard must obtain DOD's approval to trans- 
port civilian law enforcement officers in aircraft. 

--Guard units cannot exceed the flying hours allocated for 
aircraft. 

Most of the conditions are not cited in the drug enforce- 
ment guidelines. The state units, according to these officials, 
should have already been aware of these conditions because they 
had been published in general guidelines for providing direct 
assistance in the law enforcement areas. 

6Hawaii is not included in the 14 states referred to earlier 
which received Guard assistance. We excluded Hawaii's ques- 
tionnaire responses from our statistical analysis because the 
agency that completed it was not able to answer for the entire 
state. 
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However, at three of the four state Guard units we con- 
tacted, officials told us that their interpretation of drug 
enforcement guidelines is that the only assistance they may pro- 
vide while training is surveillance information gathered on 
routine training flights. The other Guard unit said that its 
mission was not compatible with the domestic marijuana opera- 
tions. 

In addition, followup contact with 17 state agencies on the 
basis of their questionnaire responses indicating some type of 
difficulty regarding Guard assistance revealed that other state 
Guard units interpreted headquarters' guidelines as prohibiting 
direct assistance. According to seven state agencies, they met 
with state Guard units during 1983 to discuss direct helicopter 
support and were informed by Guard officials that, on the basis 
of headquarters' guidelines, the only assistance the units were 
certain they could provide in support of the marijuana program 
while training was information gathering. Two of the agency 
officials said the local Guard units were willing to provide 
direct assistance but indicated that because the units had no 
clear-cut directives from headquarters, they were uncertain as 
to whether they could provide it. The units, according to 
agency officials, did not want to chance giving a type of assis- 
tance not in keeping with National Guard policy. 

Two other state agencies said they never met with Guard 
officials because it was common knowledge that the Guard could 
not be used for law enforcement purposes unless the governor 
declared a state of emergency. Another state official reported 
that Guard assistance is unlikely without direct orders from 
DOD. Responses from the other seven state agencies were either 
too much "red tape" involved in requesting Guard assistance or 
that earlier difficulties had been resolved. 

GREATER DEA SUPPORT AND COORDINATION 
ARE NEEDED TO HELP STATES OBTAIN 
MILITARY ASSISTANCE 

DEA is the lead federal agency for the national Domestic 
Marijuana Eradication/Suppression Program. DEA's role in the 
program is one of leadership, coordination, and support to state 
and local authorities in their eradication efforts. 

In exercising leadership, DEA provides program guidance to 
states to assist them with their individual domestic marijuana 
programs. DEA field coordinators are responsible for helping 
the states develop annual operations plans which request DEA 
funding and other resources. DEA also helps by coordinating 
with other federal agencies on the assistance they can provide 
state programs. As noted earlier, however, many state agencies 
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in DEA's program did not know how to obtain military assistance, 
or were not even aware that such assistance was available. 

According to DEA headquarters officials, the field coordi- 
nators were unable to provide states with much information on 
DOD assistance in 1983. DEA said it was not certain of the type 
and extent of DOD assistance available and the procedures 
involved in requesting assistance. Although DEA and DOD had 
coordinated to some extent, DEA explained that it was still in 
the learning stage regarding what DOD could provide law enforce- 
ment agencies under Posse Comitatus and how to obtain the assis- 
tance DOD could supply. 

During our evaluation, DEA made progress in this area. 
DEA updated its Domestic Marijuana Coordinator's Handbook during 
December 1983 to include a section on the types of DOD and Guard 
resources which may be available to assist the domestic mari- 
juana program. The handbook is distributed to DEA field agents 
assigned coordination responsibilities for the domestic mari- 
juana program. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The National Guard and DOD can help meet some of the 
states' needs for resources in their domestic eradication 
efforts. To date, however, such assistance has been minimal. 
Although DEA is responsible for providing guidance to state 
domestic marijuana programs concerning the availability of fede- 
ral assistance, many state law enforcement agencies were not 
aware that military assistance was available or did not know how 
to request it. The 1983 revisions to DEA's Marijuana Coordina- 
tor's Handbook should help correct this problem. 

In addition, National Guard Bureau guidelines to state 
Guard units regarding support to civilian drug enforcement 
activities caused some confusion, potentially limiting the 
extent of support provided during federally funded Guard train- 
ing missions. The guidelines should make it clear that units 
while training, on a case-by-case basis, may provide needed 
troop-lift helicopters with crews to transport law enforcement 
officers and airlift marijuana plants-- provided the assistance 
is consistent with National Guard training requirements. 

On March 27, 1984, we met with the Chief, National Guard 
Bureau to present our review results and our suggestion that the 
National Guard Bureau amend its drug enforcement support 
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guidelines to specify the types of direct assistance that Guard 
units in training are authorized to provide law enforcement 
authorities, and the conditions under which this type of assis- 
tance may be provided. 

The Chief, National Guard Bureau adopted our suggestion. 
On April 25, 1984, the National Guard Bureau issued, to all 
state Guard units, a notice of Clarification of Guidance for 
Support to Drug/Law Enforcement. The clarification cites the 
types of direct assistance that Guard units in training may 
provide and the conditions under which they may be provided. 
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CHAPTER 5 

STATE AND LOCAL AGENCIES PLAN TO 

INCREASE EMPHASIS ON INTELLIGENCE 

One of the greatest needs identified by state law enforce- 
ment agencies for marijuana reduction efforts is intelligence 
collection and analysis. DEA's national program has emphasized 
the eradication of plants, and little intelligence has been 
gathered beyond detecting outdoor marijuana plots. Not much is 
known about the number of indoor growing operations, the extent 
to yhich large-scale criminal organizations are involved in cul- 
tivation and distribution, and the amount of marijuana that is 
distributed outside the area where it is grown. Knowledge of 
such activities is needed, however, because state law enforce- 
ment agencies expect greater indoor cultivation and more large- 
scale operations in the future. Greater intelligence collection 
and analysis should help law enforcement agencies direct their 
limited resources to those cultivation and distribution opera- 
tions where enforcement efforts can make the greatest impact. 
Greater emphasis on intelligence is planned by many state law 
enforcement agencies. 

INTELLIGENCE IS IMPORTANT TO DRUG 
LAW ENFORCEMENT EFFECTIVENESS 

The collection of adequate, timely, and reliable intelli- 
gence concerning drug trafficking operations contributes to the 
success of drug law enforcement. Accurate and up-to-date infor- 
mation enhances law enforcement's ability to assess the vulnera- 
bilities of criminal organizations, forecast new developments in 
the illegal drug trade, evaluate the impact of previous law 
enforcement activities, and establish policies and strategies 
for enforcement actions. Analysis of intelligence is important 
to law enforcement agencies' decisionmaking process and provides 
a basis for allocating resources to specific drug enforcement 
activities. 

Under Presidential Reorganization Plan No, 2 of 1973, DEA 
was tasked with developing and maintaining a nationwide drug 
intelligence system in cooperation with federal, state, and 
local officials. DEA is responsible for having an intelligence 
program for a nationally directed attack on drug abuse at all 
levels. This involves coordinating widely dispersed intelli- 
gence resources and facilitating the exchange of drug intelli- 
gence among federal, state, and local law enforcement agencies. 

In DEA's 1983 Domestic Marijuana Eradication/Suppression 
Program, participating state and local law enforcement agencies 
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agreed through letters of agreement with DEA to gather and 
report intelligence relating to the illicit cultivation, posses- 
sion, and distribution of domestic marijuana. DEA's field pro- 
gram coordinators were instructed that in addition to collecting 
statistics on the amount of marijuana eradicated, state programs 
should develop operational intelligence regarding cultivators, 
traffickers, and distribution systems for their own law enforce- 
ment use. Operations plans developed by each participating 
state were to include a description of the intelligence system 
that existed or was being prepared to develop this required 
intelligence. 

INTELLIGENCE IS A SMALL PORTION 
OF THE STATES' EFFORTS 

In response to the questionnaire, state agencies reported 
that domestic marijuana control activities resulted in a signi- 
ficant amount of effort (all resources) devoted to eradicating 
marijuana crops. Less effort was spent collecting and analyzing 
intelligence about domestic marijuana cultivation and distribu- 
tion operations. The table below shows the average percent of 
effort spent on eradication and other domestic marijuana control 
activities by state and local agencies in 36 states that parti- 
cipated in DEA’s 1983 program. 

States' Domestic Marijuana 
Eradication/Suppression Efforts 

Percentage 
Activities of effortsa 

Eradication 47 
Investigation 34 
Intelligence collection and analysis 13 
Public awareness 6 
Other (less than 1 percent) 

aThese percentages represent the mean averages and do not add up 
to 100 percent because of rounding. 

As the table points out, eradication made up an average of 
47 percent of the states' efforts compared to 13 percent for 
intelligence activities. Further analysis shows that about 
one-half of these states devoted at least 50 percent of their 
efforts to eradication, while three-fourths of the states 
devoted 15 percent or less of their efforts to collecting and 
analyzing intelligence. 

State and local agencies were the most active agencies 
involved in gathering information about marijuana cultivators 
and distributors. On the basis of questionnaire responses, DEA 
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and the Regional Information Sharing System (RISS)l projects 
were involved in intelligence activities to a lesser extent. 
During our visits to four of the seven RISS projects, we found 
that three were gathering and compiling information from member 
agencies on domestic marijuana. Of those three, the western 
States Information Network was the most active because it per- 
formed these intelligence functions on a routine basis. 

LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES HAVE 
LIMITED KNOWLEDGE OF DOMESTIC 
MARIJUANA OPERATIONS 

Given the emphasis on eradicating plants, law enforcement 
agencies do not have a great amount of information about the 
domestic marijuana industry, particularly about the extent of 
indoor cultivation, the involvement of large criminal organiza- 
tions, and the patterns of distribution. We asked the state 
agencies to indicate in our questionnaire the extent of know- 
ledge that exists regarding various aspects of domestic mari- 
juana cultivation and distribution in their states. The follow- 
ing chart summarizes the responses. 

1Congress funds seven multistate RISS projects which are 
designed to provide criminal information exchange and other 
related support services to member state and local law 
enforcement agencies in the 50 states. 
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Extent of Knowledge in Statesa 

Area 

Great or 
very great Moderate 

Extent of cultivation 
indoors 

Extent of involvement 
in cultivation by large- 
scale criminal 
organizations 

Extent of involvement 
in distribution by 
large-scale criminal 
organizations 

Distribution patterns 

Amount of domestic 
marijuana cultivated 

Types of domestic 
marijuana cultivated 

knowledqe knowledge 
(percent) {percent) 

0 46 54 

3 46 51 

5 51 43 

6 47 47 

24 54 22 

27 54 19 

Little 
or no 

knowledge 
(percent) 

aThirty-seven of the state agencies in DEA's program responded, 
except for "distribution patterns" in which 36 agencies 
responded. 
of rounding. 

Some percentages do not add to 100 percent because 

agencies, 
For percentages applicable to all responding 

see appendix III, p. 53. 

The information the states have indicates that most culti- 
vation and distribution operations are small-time, dealing in 
quantities far less than many organizations smuggling Colombian 
marijuana into the United States. 
tionnaire, 

In responding to our ques- 
the state law enforcement agencies in DEA's program 

estimated that an average of 13 percent of the domestic mari- 
juana cultivators and 14 percent of the distributors can be 
described as large-scale organizations.2 
growers and distributors are, 

The majority of the 

time independent operators. 
according to the states, small- 

Although the questionnaire responses indicate that 47 per- 
cent of domestic marijuana is distributed locally (within the 

2Thirty-seven agencies representing 37 states provided an 
estimate for cultivators, 
distributors. 

and 36 gave an estimate for 
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same county), some agencies stated that it was distributed out- 
side of the state. Seven state agencies stated that 50 percent 
or more of the marijuana grown in their states was distributed 
elsewhere. Two of these agencies, in Oregon and Nebraska, esti- 
mated that 90 percent was distributed in this manner, and the 
agency in Kentucky estimated that 80 percent was distributed 
outside of the state. 

Not all operations are Small --some are large and orga- 
nized. Law enforcement agencies report that plots have been 
discovered containing tens of thousands of marijuana plants; 
brokers have been identified who locate buyers in advance of the 
growing season and then make arrangements with growers to supply 
the marijuana: and shipments of domestic marijuana to Canada, 
Japan, and South America have been reported, DEA has noted that 
some growers have formed organizations to protect their crops 
from law enforcement officials and others. For example, accord- 
ing to DEA, members of one such organization in Northern 
Arkansas have reportedly used dynamite rigged to electronic 
detonators to deter intruders. 

More information on cultivation and 
distribution operations is needed 

All 37 state agencies in DEA's program that responded to 
our questionnaire said that additional efforts are needed to 
collect and analyze intelligence regarding cultivators and dis- 
tributors. Twenty-seven (73 percent) of the agencies said there 
should be a great or very great increase in these intelligence 
activities, and 29 state agencies said they plan to increase 
their intelligence effort. 

Certain intelligence activities become particularly impor- 
tant as marijuana crops become harder to detect. As noted 
earlier (see p. 21), many growers are trying to avoid detection 
by taking various evasive actions and growing more plants 
indoors. This means locating plants from aircraft and through 
reports by citizens, the primary methods presently used, will 
become more difficult. Greater use of traditional drug enforce- 
ment techniques, such as relying on informants, will be 
needed-- especially to uncover the whereabouts of indoor growing 
operations. 

Increased intelligence efforts are also needed to better 
assess the extent that large-scale organizations are involved in 
cultivating and distributing marijuana. State law enforcement 
agencies said the majority of growers and distributors are 
small-time, independent operators. However, they said that the 
number of large-scale organizations involved in domestic mari- 
juana operations has been increasing overall and will continue 
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to increase. Of the 37 agencies that responded to our question- 
naire, 28 (76 percent) expect an increase in the number of 
large-scale organizations cultivating marijuana during 1984 and 
1985, and 26 (70 percent) expect an increase in the number of 
large-scale organizations distributing the marijuana. None of 
the agencies expect a decrease. Intelligence activities identi- 
fying these operations and the violators involved may help law 
enforcement agencies decide how to allocate their resources. 
For example, if the expected increase in large-scale marijuana 
organizations occurs, law enforcement agencies may choose to 
spend resources investigating these operations rather than 
eradicating crops. 

A law enforcement operation using intelligence to target 
people instead of crops took place in Hawaii, where domestic 
marijuana has been a problem for years. The purpose of this 
operation was to identify cultivation and distribution organiza- 
tions for investigation. Law enforcement officials on the 
island of Hawaii, where most Hawaiian marijuana is grown, found 
that the majority of the marijuana was being shipped to either 
Honolulu on the island of Oahu or to the continental United 
States. The primary means of export was the U.S, mail. To com- 
bat this situation, DEA, the Hawaii County Police Department, 
and the U.S. Postal Service initiated Operation Pele in 1983 
using a profile to identify suspected packages of marijuana. 
Packages meeting the profile were subjected to examination by 
narcotic detector dogs. In February 1984, DEA reported that the 
operation was essentially completed and had resulted in the 
successful investigation of marijuana traffickers, 

CONCLUSIONS 

On the basis of questionnaire responses, one of the great- 
est needs of law enforcement agencies to increase the impact of 
their efforts against domestic marijuana is for more intelli- 
gence about the domestic marijuana industry. States and local 
agencies have spent a large percentage of their efforts eradi- 
cating marijuana plants and less effort collecting and analyzing 
intelligence concerning cultivators, distributors, and their 
operations. Greater emphasis on intelligence is planned by many 
law enforcement agencies. This may help the agencies keep pace 
with the expected increase in indoor cultivation and large-scale 
cultivation and distribution organizations. More intelligence 
may help agencies direct their limited resources where the 
greatest impact can be achieved on the domestic marijuana 
industry. 
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX I 

NlNEPlIlGHTH CONGRESS 

&angress of the 2tlnited j5tatu 
%mm of Rqmmtatibca 

GOVERNMENT INFORMATION JUSTICE, AND AGRICULTURE 

SUBCOMMITTEE 
oflna 

COMMl~ff ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS 
b3.o-c n4,l”L. IlouaI Dncr muma 

WMJMINOTON. D C 206 16 

March 22, 1983 

The Honcrable Charles A. Bowsher 
ConptroLler General of the 

Untted States 
1T.S. General Accountinp Office 
441 G Street, N.W. 
Washinpton, P.C. 20548 

@ear Vr. Bowsher 

I have recentLy become alarmed by the posslbllity that the 
Illegal production of domestlc marijuana may be greatly under- 
stated. The amount of marlJuana reportedly eradicated by 
Federal and State agencies In 1982 LS greater than the estimated 
amount of marijuana produced IR that year. Obviously someth rng 
is wrong. 

This countrv must take a stronp enforcement posture on all 
llleeal drug operations. However, we must be particularly 
concerned with drups that are totally domestic so as to convince 
other natlnns of our commitment to control drug abuse and 
encourape other natlons to coooerate with us in our international 
peals. 

Pccordinply, I would like GAO to evaluate the current 
proprams within the Drup Enforcement Admlnlstratron and other 
appropriate Federal apencles which address the dor,estic marl- 
Juana problem. Specifically, I would like your staff to address 

--the current roles, responslbilltles, and expenditures 
of the Federal apencles that assist State and local 
agencies with this nrohlem, 

--what the States’ needs may be and how satisfied they 
are with the Federal assrstance they rurrently receive, 

--how States have used the changes in Posse Comrtatus 
legislation to request milrtary assistance In detectlnp 
marrJuana growth, 
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APPENDIX I 

The Honorable Charles A. Bowsher 
March 22, 1983 

--how current intelligence estimates of domestic production 
are assembled and what Intelligence methods are used to 
detect, destroy, and measure illegal domestic marrjuana, 

--to what extent Federal agencres use the multi-state 
regional intelligence networks to collect intelligence 
in thus area. 

You may contact Mr. William Lawrence of my staff to discuss 
more specific details as your review progresses. If warranted, 
the subcommittee will schedule hearlnps on thus important issue 
when your work is completed. 

Sincerely yours, 

GE wl kar 
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APPENDIX II 4PPENDIX II 

States Amount 

Alabama $ 41,000 
Arizona 20,000 
Arkansas 72,000 
California 233,000 
Colorado 44,500 
Delaware 10,000 
Florida 71,000 
Georgia 103,000 
Hawaii 112,470 
Idaho 32,750 
Illinois 25,000 
Indiana 32,000 
Iowa 7,500 
Kansas 10,000 
Kentucky 137,000 
Louisiana 28,000 
Maryland 17,000 
Michigan 0 
Minnesota 17,000 
Mississippi 51,000 
Missouri 33,000 
Montana 4,300 
Nebraska 9,000 
New Mexico 23,000 

FUNDS ALLOCATED TO STATES 
IN DEA'S DOMESTIC MARIJUANA 

ERADICATION/SUPPRESSION PROGRAMa 
i 983 

North Carolina 60,000 
North Dakota 0 
Ohio 15,500 
Oklahoma 50,100 
Oregon 94,450 
Pennsylvania 15,500 
South Carolina 30,000 
South Dakota 0 
Tennessee 65,000 
Texas 33,000 
Utah 16,500 
Virginia 53,000 
Washington 96,700 
West Virginia 65,500 
Wisconsin 18,500 
Wyoming 0 

Total 51,750,270 

aFour States in DEA's 1983 domestic marijuana eradication an.d 
suppression program did not receive DEA funds, however, 
according to DEA, they signed letters of agreemelt and received 
DEA-supported training. 
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APPENDIX III APPENDIX III 

SUMMARY OF RESPONSES BY 47 STATE LAW 
ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES 

Review of domestic marijuana Eradication/Suppression Program 

kg&$ fc3 C S GE!EF.AL ACCOUNTING OFFICE 

The purpose of this questionnaire is to obtain information from your agency 
concerning domestic marijuana eradicatioo/ouppreseioo efforts in your state. 
Our oblectives are to determine what ts known about rhc nature and extent of the 
domestic marijuana problem, to ascertain what eradication and suppression 

efforts are being undertaken fn the statea, to find out what states need to do 
to increase the effectiveness of their efforts, and to determine how satisfied 
the states are with the Federal assietaoce they are receiving 

The questionnaire is meant to be answered by an official(s) familiar ui th 
domestic marlluana eradication/suppression efforts in your state. When we refer 
to your state vc mean not only the state lav enforcement awv, but all 
involved Federal, state, and local agencies. 

The questionnaire cao be completed in about an hour Yost of the qucstfons can 
be easily answered by checking boxes or filling in blanks. A fev questions 
require a short vrrtten answer. Space has been provided and if necessary 
additional pages can be attached. Where records or figures are not readily 
available, we would like your best estimate 

Please return the completed questionnaire la the enclosed self-addressed 
envelope vich~n 2 weeks, Lf possible. If you have any questloos, please contact 
either Ron Viereck or Christine Brodcrick at 213-688-5033 or Lucy Hall at 

202-633-1559. 

Thank you for your participation and cooperation. 

If the self-addressed envelope is misQlaced, please mail the completed 
questionnaire to 

Yr. Ron Viereck 
LT s Seneral Accounting Office 
350 South Flgueroa Street 
Suite 1010 
Los 4ngeles, CA 90071 
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APPENDIX III APPENDIX III 

I ‘rAft?Z 4SQ EYTE\: 3F PRGSLEY 

To the best of your knowledge, piease answer the following quescionr GIVE YOUR 

3EST ESTILWTE 

. Jhich or the fol.lowing methods (if anv) are most often used in yb”r State to 
(&6l defermine the nunber of domestic mari:uana plants eradicated7 (CHECK ALL TUT 

APPLY ) 
ID01 (l-1 
CD01 (3-C 

1. [z] Measure the area and apply a standard formula (for example, number of 
olancs per square yard could alvaya be used) (PLEASE SPECIFY l-HE (5-E) 
ST.WLX4RD FORMULA) 

: [El Count the number of plance along the Ieogrh and width of each field and 

then multiply the tvo numbers 

3 [El Count every plant in the field 
- 

‘I [?I Oc’-ter (SPECIFY) 

- :a 1983, - *hat percent of the cotal number of domestic mari~uaoa Dlants 
(II?) eradicated in mur state was cultivated using the sinsemilla technique 

i;ultlvating seedless female slants)’ iGIVE YOUR BEST EST1uATE.j 

3 k%at percentage of the time does pout state use each of the folloving methods to 
(46) Arcermine the type of domestic mari.uana plant eradicated (sinsemilla versus 

3ther tvpes)’ (GIVE YOUR BEST ESTI’L4TP. PERCENTAGES WST TOTAL TO 100% ) 

’ PERCEYTAGE I &I 
I I 

1 Visual !1spectf0n bv officers 
cralned t3 detetnine types of I 
YbariJuana Sj :I 

? r :isuai t~spec~ion by officers not 
trained CO determine types of - 
sari euana 
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APPENDIX III APPENDIX III 

5. In 1983, what percentage of eradicated marijuana plots had the following plot 

(46) sizes7 (GIVE YOUR BEST ESTIMATE. PERCENTAGES HLTST TOTAL roOZ.1 

PLOT SIZES 

I PERCENT OFI 
I ERADICATEDI 
I PLOTS I 
I I 

1. 1 to 99 plants I 57 Xl 
I I 

2. LOO-499 plants I 29 ZI 
I 

3. 500-999 plants I F? %I 
I I 

A. 1,000 co 4,999 plantsi 5 2, 
I 

5. 5,000 to 9,999 plantsI .7 x 

I 
6 10,000 or mare plants1 .7 x 

LOO2 

(465’ 
In 1983, what perceneage of the marijuana plots in your state were first 
discovered by the following methods7 (GIVE YOVR BEST ESTUATE. PEi%%?AGES 
‘LJJST TOTAL 100% 1) 

rETHODS 

I PERCENT OF1 
I ~KAaIJUANA I 

PLOTS I 
I I 

1. Fixed-wing aircraft I 22 %I 
I I 

1. delicopcers 15 ?I 
I 

3. Paid conf identrai I 
1nfomants / I3 z/ 

I I 
4 Officers sighting I I 

rields from ground I 13 ‘!I 
I 

5 Cltl.~en reports I 33 %I 

6 Jther (SPECIFY) 

3 %I 

(30-32) 

(33-35) 

(36-38) 

(39-41) 

(42-44) 

(*547 , 

(48-50) 

(51-53) 

(5b-56) 

(57-591 

(60-42) 

‘63-93 

3 
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APPENDIX III APPENDIX III 

Please identify which of the fo1ioving WthodS YOU believe off&?3 great value In 

(4h ___ first discovering the Iocacioa of mrijuanl plots. (CFLECK ALL Tiul &PspLY. 1 
ID02 ::-2, 
CDG.2 (3-y 

I [z] rfxed-wing aircraft 

2 [TJ! 4elicoptsrs 
(5-13) 

3 1-1 Paid confidential informants 

il [zj Officers sighciag fields from ground 

5 [%I Citizen reports 

b Lx ‘)ther (SPECLPV) 

8. Consider the following types of land vhfc+ meap be used to cultivare meri:uana ~.n 

(56) your state. In your opinion, ohat percentage of domestic merijuana Is 
cultivated on each of the followinq types of land’ (GIVE YOUR BEST ESTI’IATE 
~ESCENTAGES YLST TOTAL TO tooz ) 

#PERCENT OFI 
I DCHESTIC ’ 

TYPES OF LL’JD 

1 Land owned bv grower 

2 Land rented or leased by grower, or 
land used by grower with w-net05 
pei-iUlSSlOn 

3 Tresmssed land prlvatelv ovned 

4 Federal land 

5. Tublic land other than Federal land 

(LL-,3) 
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1. [%I Yumber of Pcople.....HOU MANY PEOPLE” ’ (26-28) 
- 

2. [x0] Number of Plants.. .HOk MANY PLANTS ) (29-34) 

3. [Z] Dollar Value* . . . ..HOU MANY wLLARs* (35-62) 

0 [z] Other (SPECIFY) C&3) 

90. In your opinion, based on the definition you specified in question 9A, what 

cLij percentage of domestic maari~uana cultivators meet each of the following 
descriptions' (GIVE YOUR BEST ESTIIIATE. PERCENTAGES %ST TOTAL TO 100% ) 

IPERCENT OF I 
ICULTIVATORSI 
I '?EETING I 

DESCRIPTIOY IDESCRIPTIONI 
I 

! Snail-time independent growers !I 
I I 

2. Small crfminal organiracions I 1. I 
I 
I 
I 
, 

3. Large-scale criminal organfzatlons / : 
I 

4 Other (SPECIFY) I f. 

100% 

(Lb-r6) 

j&7-49, 

i 50-52) 

(53-55) 
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10A. nether or oat there are any large-scale Criminal organizncfoos distributing 
*domestically grown marijuana in your state, which of the folloviqg factors does 
your state agency use to determine that an organization is large-scale’ (CHECK 
ALL THAT APPLY AND DESCRIBE ROW TKE FACTOR IS USED.) 

1 (z] Number of People... -BOW UAXY 

2. [,I Pounds of Plants.....HOW HAKY 2 

3. [Z] Dollar Value... . . . ..HOW MANY 

PEOPLE? c: 1; j I- - ? (56-58) 

POUNDS’ (- 1 (59-64) 

DOLLARS’(” 1 ’ ’ . (65-72) 

k. [z] Other (SPECIFY) (73) 

10B. In your opinion, based on the definition you specified in question LOA, what 

(4k) perccncage of domestic marijuana distributors meet each of the Eollowiag 
descriptions7 (GIVE YOUR BEST ESTWATE. PERCENTAGES MUST TOTAL TO 100X.1 

ID03 (h-2) 
I PERCENT OF I CD03 13-r; 
IDISTRIBUTORS 

YEETING ’ 
DESCRIPTXON ;DESCRIPTxON I 

I 
1. Smell-time independent distributors I ’ 1. I (5-7) 

I I 
2. Small criminal organfzations I %I (&LO) 

I 
3. Large-scale criminal organizations I %I (li-13) 

I 
4 Other (SPECIFY) I ,; (11-16) 

LOOX 

11 In your opin~o, what percentage of domestic EWriJUdna cultivators and what 
percentage of domestic marijuana distributors traffic in the following 
quantities within a one-month timeframe’ (GIVE YOUR BEST ESTI?lATE. PERCENTAGES 
YLST TOTAL TO 100X ) 

(4,) , 

I TERCENTAGE I PERCENTXE I 
I OF OF 
CLLTIVATORS IDISTRISLTOSS I ~UXVTITIES 

1. Less than -100 pounds 

\ . 1100 to ?:OO pounds 

3 Above 2.200 pounds I - ‘: 

:oo: 100% 
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12 In your opinion, what percent of the marifuana Brovn in your State IS 
( 1-1 distributed to each of the followlax areas’ (GIVE YOUR BEST CSTIHATE. 

PiiCENTACES MUST TOTAL TO LDO~.) - 

2 Local distribution (vithio the county) 

2 State-wide distribution (excluding the local d 

% Nation-vlde distribution (outside the scace) 

100% 

(35-37) 

.istr ibut foa) (38-40 

j&L-43 1 

13 Overall in comparison to actfvlcies which have occurred during the past 3 years, 

(. ) how much increase or decrease ln your scare has there been fn each of the 
following activities’ (FOR EACH ACTI\ITY CHECK ONE COLIJW ) 

AMOUNT OF INCREASE OR DECREASE 

I 1 I Ueithcr I I I I 
I IIncrease I I I I 

I Great I I Nor , I Great I Don-t I 

ACTIC 1-N 

IIncrease IIncrease IDecrease 'Decrease IDecrease I Know I 

I I I 2 ; 3 I 4 5 I 6 : 
I I I I / I 

1. Cultivation of I I I I 
curl juana (excluding / Ill I, 1’ f )/ I II 
siasemilla) I I I I I 1 I(441 

I I I I I 
Cultivation of I I I I I t I 
sinsemilla I ‘lL3/ ‘I 

11’ , 
I I(451 

I I I I I I I 
‘Jumber of marijuana I I I I I I I 
plants cultivated in I ( ) I , I , j I 
greenhouses I I I I I I I C&6) 

I I 
Uumber of marijuana I I I I I 
plants cultivated I 
indoors (excluding I ’ ’ I ’ ’ ’ I 

greenhouses) I I I I I I(471 
I I I I I 

Yumber of Large-scale I I I 
cris1nal organiza- ’ I I 
tions cu1tivaci-q 1 II/l, s I,‘, I 1 I 
domestic sari:uana ~ I (48) 

I 
iumber ot large-scale * 
crlmlnal orqanira- I I 
~IXIS distributing I ,+ ! 

I “’ 
( I , 

I 
domestic marijuana I I I ~(~9i 
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li In your opinion during the next 2 years, how much increase or dccreaae do you 

expect For the followFag acriViCie9 in your Otate’ (FOB EACH ACTIVITY C&ECK ONE 
COLUMN ) 

I 
AMOUNT OF INCZEASE OR DECREASE 

I Yeither I I I 

I I 

I Great I 

I I 

I treat 1 

ACTIV1T-Y 

1 Increase I Increase I Decrease ( Decrease 1 Decrease I 

I 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 
I I I I , 

Culfivaclon of I . I I 
marijuana (excluding I i ) I J\ 1” 1 I (1 ) I I-^) I I 

sinsemilla) I I I I (50) 
I I 77 I iI I I I 

cu1rivatioa of ’ I-1 1 Ii.4 1 1 (.‘I Ijl I 
slneemllla I I I I (511 

’ , 1 I I I 
Uumber of marijuana 1 I I I J 
plants culclvated in I ( I ( I ’ I I 
greenhouses I I / I (52) 

I I I I I 

Vumber of maripana I ’ t 1 I I I 

plants cultivated I I I 

indoors iexcludlng I 
/ , 1 I-? 1 I I 

I 
greenhouses) I I I I I l(53) 

I 1 I I I I 
Yumber of large-scale I I I I I ’ I 
criminal organfza- I I , 1 I 
tions cultivating 

( (‘1, q- ) 
I ’ I/, ’ 

r I 
domestic mari:uana I I I I i(jb) 

I I I I I 
Yumber of large-scale I I I I I 
criminal organira- I I 

i‘\’ 
tions distributroq ’ ’ ’ I , I.’ 

domestic marijuana ’ I I I ‘(S5) 

L5 For each of the following time periods, how serious was the problem of growing 
(i: I marijuana in your stare’ (FOR EACH TIYE PERIOD CHECK ONE COLIJ-YJ’ ) 

SERIOLSMSS OF TX5 PROaLEX 
Very I Somevhat i 

Ya?or l13f A ‘valor Yoderate I 
Problem 

Little Yo Don-r I 
problem I Problem I ?roblem Problem Ic-ow 

T1.E EP:oDs 1 I 2 3 !a 5 6 
I 

1 -383 I 1 I (56) 
, 

: .981-1982 ! 
I 

I (57) 

? .935-i980 i (53) 

* Prior co &975 I 
, 

I i 59) 
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Lb. Considering domestic marijuana cultivation and disttiburlon in your scare, how 
much knowledge does your state have in each of the following areas (FOR EACE 
AREA C’EEtK ONE COLLW.) 

ID04 (1 1) 
AMOUNT OF KNOWLEDGE 

ivery Great I Great I !4odcracc I Little I No lCDO4 (3-4) 
I Knowledge I Knowledge 1 Knowledge I Knowledge I Knowledge I 

AREAS I 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 
I I I I I I 

Amount of domestic I ’ I I ’ I I I 
mrijuana cultivated I I I I I l(5) 

I I I I I 
Types of domestic I I 1 I I I ’ I 
mariymna cultivated I I I I I i(6) 

I I I I I I 
Extent of cultivation1 / I I I I I 
indoors I I I I I I(7) 

I I I I I I 
Extent of lnvalvement I I I I I I 
in cul~ivacion by I I 1 1 I I ‘I I 
large-scale criminal I I I I I 
organizations I I I I (8) 

I I I I I 
Extent of involvemcntl I I I I I 
Ln distribution by I I 4 I I 1’ 1 
large-scde crininal I I I I I I 
organizatfoas I I I ‘- I 119) 

I I I I / 
I 

Distrfbucion patterns1 
? 1 : I 1 I 1 , I 

I I I 
_’ 

I l(:o) 

11 EL%DICATION/ENFORCCIENT EFFORTS 

P 
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19. Considering the rota1 amomt of money spent in your entire state on domestic 

(471 marijuana cradicaeion/suppresaion efforts in 1983% how much vss pravidcd bv the 
federal, grate sad local governmenta (POR EACH LEVEL OF GOVERNMENT CHECK ONE 
ROW. GIVE YOliR BEST ESTLMAW ) 

MOUNT OF !4ONEY 

1. $0 (‘Jo money provided) 

2. $l-$1,000 

3 $1 ,OOl-$5,000 

b. $5,001-510,000 

5 s10,001-S25,OOO 

6. $25,001-550,000 

7 $50,001-$100,000 

8. More than $100,000 

9. Don-t know 

LEVEL OF GOVERNNENT 
I Federal I state I Local I 
I Government I Government t Government I 
I I I I 
I 

:: 
I r I - I 

I ’ ,<I I 
, 1 

I I I ’ I 
I I I I 

(14-16) 

20. If the Federal government eliminated funding/resources to your acate for its 
c,+~) domestic marijuana eradfcatton/supprossfon efforts, vhat effect vould this nave 

on acttviries in your state directed toward the domestic marijuana problem? 
(CHECK ONE BOX. 1 

(17) 
1. [l] 4cclvities would not take pIace - 

2. [cl Activities would very greatly decrease 

- 
3 [I] ~crivlties would greatlv decrease 

$ * rZ, ~ctivicles would decrease 

- 
5. ,a] ~cc~vities would remain the same 

6 1, L&J 4ct1vl:les would increase 

_ 7 
L -_’ Activlcies vould greatlv increase 

3 I-’ ;I Actlv~~ies would very greatly Increase 
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21. III ~0mparieo~ to pur scatcss efforts to reduce illegal trafficking in other 
cQ7) a, how much higher or lover is the prloricy placed by your State on domestic 

msri~uana l radicarioa/suppressfon effort_2’ ‘CHECK ONE BOX 1 
1 L8) 

1. [I] Yuch higher @oricy 

2. [Z] Higher priority 

3. [p;ii About the J~M priority - 

4. [Z] Lower priority 

5. [l] !4uch lower priority - 

22. Considering the domeatfc merijuaoa eradication/suppression efforts by state and 

(45) local agencies in your state. Uhat percentage of the effarcs are made in each 
of the folloving acclvities’ (By efforts WC mean all resources expended. GIVE 
YOUR BEST ESTIMATE. PERCENTAGES MUST TOTAL TO 100% ) 

ACTIVITIES PERCYTAGE OF EFFORT 
I I 

I. Eradication I 
*, .I 

I 1 
2 1nvcscigation I 51 

I I 
3. Intelligence collectioni I 

and analysis I *I 
I I 

4. Public awareness I L1 
I 

5. Other (SPECIFY) -I 
I 

I 21 

100% 

[19-i!) 

(22-24) 

(25-27) 

(28-30) 

(3i-331 

11 
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23. In 1983, which agencies provided the following typea of assiatancc to your 
statens domestic cradlcationlrupprcseioa efforts? (FOR EACB AGENCY CHECK ALL 
TYPES OF ASSISTANCE PROVIDED.) 

1983 
I I I IEradi- 1 I IEradi- I I I 
I I I Ication I I Off- Ication I I I 
I Invcs t-l Intcll- I IHan- IAerial I Road IEquip- I Train-1 I 
ligationligcnce I Fund8 Ipower ISupportlVchlclcimcnt -- I lng lYcthin&l 
I I t I I I I I I I 

AGENCIES t 1 I 2 I 3 / 4 1 5 1 6 I 7 I 8 / 9 I ---p_I_--P- 
I f I I 1 

l.DEA , 11 ( 32 ( ,‘l , I (34-&Z> 
(47) 

,--1 Ipipipl IDOS (1-Z) 
2.c s. I I I I I I I I I ICDOS (3-a; 

(46) Forest I i I !r I 12 I 5 I 5 1 ~4 I ‘L ~ I :; 
Service I I I I I I 1 I I -~~~~-~~~ 

I 1 I I I t I I I I 
3.Bureau ofl I I a I I I / 

(~6) Land Xan-I I / 0 1 I+ ! q / 1 I I I ‘ _ I -- ' 
agemenr I I I I I I I I I '(:4-L:) -__I--pL____I_-___ 

I I I I 1 I 

5.Eureau ofl I I I I f I I I I 
(46) Alcohol, I 1I / I3 1 I 1 I ,I I q I ,? I i I _, IID {I-.‘, 

Tobacco, J I ! I I I I ICDO6 (3-u 
and I I I I I I I I I 
Firearms I I I I I I I I I l(5-13) 

--------l-l 

6L.S. : I 1 1 1 4 , 1 I :.. 
1 I 

(4i) CUscOmS I I I - I (14-22) 
,----- 

QUESTION 23 CONTIWES ON THE NEXT PAGE 
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CONTI’GATZON OF QLTSTION 23 

1983 

I I IEradi- I IEradi- 1 I I 

I I lcatioo I Off- Ication I I ‘ID08 (1-Z) 

IInvest-IIntell-I I !4an- IAerial I Road I Equip- I Train-l iCDO.9 (3-L) 

li~atfonligencc I Fund8 lpowcr ISupporClVehlclelmcnt -- I ing INothing 
l I I I I I I I 

AGENCIES l 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 I 7 I 8 1 9 I ---------- 
I I I I I I I 

11 Local lawI I I I I I I I I I 
,a-, enforce- I ’ I ,i 1 I, I - 1, I. I I. I 

q ent I I I I I I I / I I 
agencies I I I I I I I I I t (5-13) 

----I---- l 
lZ.Regfonal ’ I I I I I I t 

(4 I Informa- I I I I I I I 
tion I I I I / I I I I 

Sharing I I I I I I I I I 
Systems I 1 I I I 1 1 1 I > I 
project I I I I I I I .’ I ’ I I 
(&IN, I I I I I I I I I I 
UESPZN, I I I I I I I I I 
ROCIC, I I I I I I I I 
u-4GiOCLEN I I I I I I I I , I 
YOCIC, I I I I 1 I I I I 1 
RYIN) I I I I I I I I ------- -‘- ](LC-22) 

I I I I ’ I I I I 
13.El Paso I I I I I I I / I I 

i, , Incelli- I I I I I I t I I9 1 
genct 1 1 :’ 1 I I I I I 
Center I I I I 1 I 1 I I 
(EPIC) I I I I I I I I I l(23-31) -----PppP 

I I I I I I I I I 
14.Ocher 1 I I I I I I III109 (I- I 

t-1 (SPECIFY11 I I I 1 I I - lCD09 (3- ) 
I I I I I , , I 
I I I I I I I I i(5-13) --------- 

24 31d your state receive 3F.A funds for your state-3 mari]uana eradication/ 

I-: I suppression efforts ln 1983’ (CHECK ONE BOX ) 
CL41 

1 g; Yes . .CONTIWE TO QLTSTION 25 

.: rz] ‘.o . SLIP TO QUESTION 27 

:5 chock 3f the following best describes your state-s partlclpatFon with 3EA in 
h i2 ) rormulac:ng the 1983 mari~uaaa eradlcationlsuppresslod operation plan for your 

state (CYECK ‘)YE BOX.) 

‘-1 
fA.5) 

- I_> Nas ?ever contacted by SEA regarding dn a~eracion plan 

7 1-1 
- Provided some input to DEA for the plan 

I I- 
’ - Jerked closelv with ~‘EA .n formulating the plan 

‘I !_I -’ Formulated the plan and submeted it to DEA 
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26 In comparison to 1983, briefly describe hov (if at all) your state would like to 

(“1 parcicipaco vich DEA in formulating vour stste*s 1981 marijuans eradication/ 
suppression operation plan. 

(16) 
1 - i:1 _tl 2L.h II-: ’ 

27 Considering DEh-s available resources. in 1983 how satisfied or dissatisfied iia~ 
VOU~ state vrth each of the fallovlng tvpes of assistance DEA may have provided 
for vour state-s domestic aarfluana eradication/suppression efforts' (FOR E,Gd 
:YPE OF ASSiSTGCE CHECK ONE LoLuXX i 

LEVEL 3F SATISFACTION OR DISSATISFACTION 
I I I ueither I I 1 
I I Satisfied1 I I No I 
/ Very I I Nor Dls- I Dis- Wery Dis- iAssiscancel 
ISatisfied ISatisfied I satisfied1 satisficdl satisfied1 Provided I 

ASSISTANCE I 1 I2 I3 I 4 I 5 / 6 ' 
I ' I ! I I I I ' 
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28. 

(36) 

29. 

(u7) 

30. 

(u7) 

Briefly diacuati DEA aaristanca with vhich your ecace wae Particularly satisfied 
or dlaracisfied. In pour opinion. what changes should DEA make (if any) so that 
your atate cam iaprovc ita domtrcic mrijurna cr~dicntioa/rupPrcs~ion efforts’ 

11 - :at1 ILec! 
(24) 

14 - rlssat!sf-e, 

Are you avare that aasis~ance from the ~Zate National Guard may be available co 

assist law enforcement agencies in pour state-s domestic marijuana eradfcaron/ 
suppression effort.97 (CHECK ONE BOX.) 

1. [ZJ Yes, 
(25) 

I am aware and I know how to obtain asrirrancc 

2. [J Yea. I am avarc, but I do not know how to obtain assistance 

3. 171 No* I am not aware that state National Guard assistance is available 

In 1983 was aseistance needed in your state by any law enforcemeat agency from 
the state National Guard for its domestic marijuana eradication/suppression 
efforts? (CHECK ONE BOX.) 

1 [F:] Yes, 
(26) 

- state Uatianal Guard assistance vas needed 
and requested . ..CONTINUE TO QLlESTION 31 

, 
2. I,] Yes, State National Guard assistance vas needed, but no request LIBD made 

(PLEASE EXPLAIN WY NO REQUFST UAS YME, THEN SKIP TO QIJESTION 33) 

(27) 

3. [GJ Yo. - state YatiOaal Guard assistance was not needed. SKIP TD QUESTION 33 

4. 111 VOC Sure how the state Yational Guard could assist the 
state-s efforts. *SKIP TO OUESTIOU 33 

15 
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31. Briefly diacu#s the assistance (if ally) which the scare Yatlonal Guard -de to 

(2-1 the domeatfc marijuana eradicotion/suppre8a~on effort8 in your atate during 
1983 If the state National Guard rcrponded to your requert, please describe 
the frequency, types, and resulta of as#istancc provided. If the atate “larioaal 
Guard did not provide assistance, give the reason(s) why. - 

(28) 
I - ‘13 3;;1st 3ncc I<>” ‘i’ 

32. Briefly describe any difflcultiea encountered in requesting stare Naciaaal Guard 
(2?) assistance or with assistance actually provided during 1983. (IF NO 

DIFFICLLTIES UEERE ENCO'JNl-ERED, WRITE 'XOT APPLICABLE .) 
(29) 

L' I, Lr‘1711: + ,-, 

-b 
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33. Jhether or ooc the state Gtional Guard provided real8tance, how vrluablc would 
each of the following typea Of LlCPtC NatiOMl Guard aasfatance be in your 
-r--c*s doaertic marijuana aradicatioa/~uppreeeioa efforts’ (FOR EACR TTPE OF 

,LSTANCE mcll ONE coLLi?m.) 
IQ10 c-4: 

zu+mJNT OF VALUE CD10 13-h’ 
I I I I I Little I 
IVev Grmai I Crwt I Moderae I sow I OrNa I 
I Valua I Value I Value I Value I Value I 

TYPES OF .tiSISTANCX I 1 I 2 I 3 I 0 I 5 t 
I I I I I I 

l.Loan of troop-life I 1 5 I 1 , 1 L I I 
(S ) heiicoptcra I / I I I l(5) 

I I I I 
2.Loaa of other types I i 9 t 1' I I i I 

(4’ ) Of heliCOQterS I 
4 : 

I I I I I(61 
I I I I I I 

3 Loan of fixed-wing I l^i I 1 I I - I _ I 
iU’i aircraft I I I I I ((7) 

I I I I 
+ Loan of ocher equip- I I I I 

(3f ) Bear (SPECIFY)(e R 4-l 15 I 1 1 I 1 1 
*r,-,<*‘l Iv- “; -vu,,kc,, / I I I I ’ ; 
?l;,ht ;>pxi 5) I I I I I 

/ 
I(8 

I I I 
j.coc of bsae or ocher 

I I 
I 
I l 

I ‘I I I 
(dbl FaClliCleS 

I 
I I t 

: il 

I 
I(9 

I I t 

9 On 5tace Vacionel I 
(+I2 I Zuatd cra:ning I 

fllghta, allow 
21 JIllan law enforce- 1 L’i 

nent officers onboardl 
for :he purpose of I 
jececting mari iuana 

, 

.7 
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JL,. j-~~~ing the next two years how likely I6 it that vour atate will receive 
141) aesiscsnce from the state Hations Guard in pour state’s domestic marijuana 

eradicarioulsupprcariosl cfforta’ What types of aaaiatrnct does your state 

expect to rtccive7 If your state does not expect to reccivt scats? Hatio~i - 
Guard asaitatanct, why aoc’ 

(15) 

35 hre YOU aware chat assistance from the Department of Defense aey be available to 
(L.71 assist law enforcement agencies in your *rate’s domestic mrifuana eradicatoni 

suppression efforts’ \-.-- ff-=cT Pi? 3OY. ) 
(16) 

1. [TI Yes, I am ware and I know how to obtain .sssistan~~ 

2. IZJ Yes, I am aware, but I do not know how to obtain asriacancc 

3. [X1 Yo, I am ooe aware that Department of Defense asaisrancc is available 

36. In 1983 was assistance aeeded in your state by any law enforcement agency from 
(4:) the Oepartmtnt of Defcnac for Its domestic mtri]usna ctadication/suppression 

efforts’ (CHECK ONE BOX. ) 
(171 

1. [-;I Yes, Department of Defense assistance wea needed - 
and requested . COMINlJE TO QUESTION 37 

2 ‘fj Yes. Department of Defense assistance was needed, but no request was made 

(PLEASE EXPLAT?f WHY NO REOUEST UAS MADE, I’WZN SKIP TO QLESTION 39) 

(:a) 

3. IS] Vo, geparrrrrent of Defense assistance vas not needed.. SKIP TO QUESTION 39 

b, r-1 Vat sure how the Department of Defense could assist the 
state-s efforts . .SKIP TO QLESTION 39 
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37. Briefly dlscuer the asrirtence (if -9) which the Dspertotnt of Defcnac ude to 

(3) the domestic uriju-na l radlcetion!ruppr+reion tffsr:! In your !c!+r bring 
1983. If tht Department of Dtfeaac responded co pour rcqueat, pleeee describe 
the frequency, types, and results of aeeietance provided If cht Dtpertment of 
Defenclr did not provide ermfrttoct, give the rca~oo(r) why. - 

.,. 11“ iiS_S-d-Cr '-mJL'-" 
(191 

38. Briefly describt any difficulties encountered in requesting Department of 

c 3) Dtfenrc easistancc or vieh any aeaistance actually provided during 1983. (IF NO 
DLFFICULTIES UERE ENCOUNTERED, WRITE ‘IOT APPLICABLE .) 

! - ‘Jo :.- 1111 ..r 
(20) 

2 - 3.Ff_cL-rae: >_+ I I' .-' + 
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39 Whether or not the Department of Dcfenae provided aeeisfancc, how valuable would 
each of the folloving types of Department of Deftnsc JJbistJnct be in pour 
stJCC*s domestic WirijubnJ JrJdicJti~n/bUpprJJJiOn efforts’ (FOR EACH TYPE OF 
ASSISTANCE CHECK ONE COLL?iN.) 

AH0UN-C OF VALUE 
I I I Lfctle I 

Crtat I Hoderrtt I Some I or No I I Very Cttat 
I Value Value I Value I Vale I Value I 

TYPES OF ASSISTANCE I 1 
F 

I 
1 Loan of troop-lift / 1 . _ I ‘I I I I 

(Q3) helicopters I 
I 

2.Loan of ocher types 1 
( + 1 of helicopters I 

I 
3 Loan of fixed-wing I I I I ‘. I 

CL i aircraft I I I I 1c23; 
I I I I I I 

4 Lsan of ocher equip- I I 1 I I 

( 1 s!nt (STECIFY) I I I I 
I I 

I I 1(2&j 
I I I t 

I 
I 

5.Lse of base or other 1 I I I_, 
C-L) facilirles I t I I I 

I I / I I 
6 Eradication manpower I I ’ I I - 

cur J I ! I 1 

25 

‘26 

20 
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40. During the next two years, does your state expect to requcsc asslacance from the 
CiSl Depertmeoc of Defense in pour stace~~ domeStic merijueaa cradlcacion/suppres~Lon 

efforts’ vhat typarr of eaairtanct doer your etate expect to request” If your 
state does nac expect co request Department of Defense aasi#tance, why not’ - 

(311 
11 - “j, y:‘: 3; >-5t3?CC- f? be r-c- IPriTd 
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41 Consider your state-s overall needs (if any) for more resources during the next 
2 veers co increase the effectiveness of its domestic mariJuana eradication/ 
suppression efforts. To what extent are each of the following needed in gour 
state’ (FOR EACH RESOURCE CBECK OtTE COtUMJ.1 

ID11 (l-2) 
LEVEL OF HEED CDl.1 (3-k) 

I I I I I Little I 
1 Critical I Great I Hodcrate I Some I 3rNo I 

6 Soohlscicated equip- 
‘11 ) q enc co locate 

sari luana plots 
(e g., LORAN-C, 
lnf ra-red 
photography) 

- Equipment for 
, 1 eradicatrng plants 

, , 
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42 In comparison to 1983, how much increase or dccreaaa in the follaviog resource8 
and activities does your #tata plan to commit for your domestic ~rijuaM 

cr~dicacion/su~~rc~afoo efforts in the next 2 years’ (FOR EACB STATE/LOCAL 
RESOURCE CEECK’ &E COLUMN. 1 

AMOUNT OF INCREASE OR DECREASE 
I Great 1 1 NO I I Great I Don’t I 

STATE/LOCAL 1 Incream I Increare I Change 1 Decrcrar I Decrcaac I Knov I 
RJLsOURCES I 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 5 I 6 I 

I 1 I “7 1 .’ I fi I 

I I 
I I 

11 Ocher I I i‘ 
(,?) (SPECIFY) I 

I I 
I I I I I I(261 
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III. 1!4TELLICENCE 

h3. To the best of your knowledge, piearc indicate vhfch intelligence ecrivitles (if 
any) erch of the folloving egcociee conducted in 1983 Ca help make CUCI against 

cultlvetore and dirtributore of domeetic mrljuana in your rtate. (FOR EACIl 
AGENCY CHECK ALL COtUhXS TEAT APPLY.) 

ID12 (1-Z) 
INTELLIGENCX ACTIVITlES CD12 (3-4) 

I I Colleccr I I I I I 
1 Acclvely I Inrelli- I I Dieeem- I Ho I I 

I Gathers I game I Analyze* I fnatcs 1 Intellf- I I 
I Intclli- IPram Other1 Intclli- I Intelli- ) gcnce / Don’t I 
I gencc I Agencica I 

AGENCIES I 1 I 2 
I gey~c i geye IActiv:riesl Kyv 1 

16 
I 

1. DEA 
/ 22 ; 2: 30 1 5 ; *, I 

(47) 
l(5) 

1 a 
I I I I I 

2. U.S. Forc8t I ; 1 1 I 11 I 1 I 25 I 
(47) service I I I I I I i(6) 

I I I I I I I 
3. Bureau of Land I 3 1 n I c ’ 2 1 1’ 

(47) Yanageocnt I I 
27 

I 1 I’ I i(7) 
I I I I I I I 

0. Other Federal I I L 1 I 
(41) agencies I 7 

I 

’ 5 ’ 7 7 ’ 22 
I I 

(SPECIFY) I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I l(8) 
I I 

5. state 1av 
; 41 j 35 / 

I I I I 

,-a 
I I 

enforcement , 75 
I I 

(47) I 
0 

1 I3 I 
agency I I I I I I l(9) 

I I I I I I I 
6. vocal law I I I I I 

(47) 
enforcemcne , 40 , 16 I i3 , 27 I q I 

’ 3 ; 

agencies I I I I 
I I i 

l(10) 
I I I 

7. Regional 
I 

I I I I I I I 
(47) fnforaarion I I I I I I 

Sharing System I 10 1 :a 1 ls I 17 ’ 19 
I L I 

project I 1 I / I I 
(WSII’, NESPIN, I I I I I I 
ROCIC, 

I 
I I I I I 

YhCLOCLE~, ~ 
I 

I I 
YOCfC, RHLV) I 

I 
I I I I ‘(11) 

24 
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44. In comparison to the comcment each of the following agencies make in their 
total domestic marijuana Era- -“ication/suppression effort, hov much effort does 
cllchagency make CO acrively gather intelligence (not including fhe collection 
of intelligence gachertd by other agencies) to help make cased against 
cultivators and dlatribucors of domestic marijuana in your state’ (FOR EACH 
AGENCY CHECK ONE COLVflN. ) 

AHOUNl OF EFFORT 
I Very 1 I I I I 
I Great I Great I Moderate I Little I No I 
I Effort I Effort I Effort 1 Effort I Effort I 

AGENCIES I 1 I 2 I 3 I k I 5 I 
I 1 . I . I I I 

2. U.S. Forest I 
( 1-J ) service I 

I 
3 Bureau of Land I 

( 3 1 Yanagement I 
I 

A . Other Federal / 
i Iii agencle.9 I ’ 

C-2) 

(13) 

(14) 

(sPEC1F-Y) I 
I 

5. State law I 

(4-1 
enforcement i 
agency I 

b. Local law 
CL- I enforcement I 4 

agencies 
I 

7 Regional I 
(‘41 b :nformaclon I 1 

Sharing System 
PrOJeCt I 

(-SIX. WSPIU, 
ROCIC, I 
“AGLOCLEN. I 
“or:c, RYIU) : 

I I I I 
I I 
I I I 
I ~ I ‘I I I 
I I I t 
I / I I 
I I I I 

i I _ I ) I 

I I I 

(16) 

(17) 

:5 
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45. Please identify which agency(s) garherr most of rha intclli8cncr used to help 

14-1 make case9 againat c~lcivators and distributors of dameach mr;ijua~ in pour 

(tRE:K ALL THAT APPLY. ) 

DEA 

u s. Portst service 

BureJu Of Land HlZ,r&JemenC 

Other ?adcrrl agencies (SPECIFY) 

State law l nfarcemenc agency 

Local law enforcclatnt agesc~es 

Regional Tnformarioo Sharing Systtm project (USIN, NESPLN, ROCIC, 
XAGLOCLEN, qOCIC, RMIN) 

opinion in cwpsrison LO current efforts in your state to collect and 

inceLLigance regarding domestic marfjuana cultivators and distributors, 

hov such additional effort should be made’ (FOR EACH TYPE OF VIOLATOR CHECK ONE 
COLUMN ) 

(19-25) 

VIOLATORS 

I Culrivacors 

2. D~stributora 

HOU HUCH ADDITIONAt EFFORT’ 
INo Increase1 Little I Moderrtt t Crcrt IVery Great I 

1 In Effort I Increaitr I Increase I Incrtara I Increase I 
I I I 2 I 3 I I 

1 I 1 
I ,:-I I 

I r, ,---+--/ a5 

- 
I 

[;‘,I I (174) I (‘,C) 1 (Ii” I ‘(26) 
I I - I 1: I I I 

I I ‘4) I i2L0>) I &,, , i I ;“I 1(2’) 

47 Does one Federal, state, local or regional organization store and analyze 

/LIT) incelligcnce regarding domestic marlJuana cultivation and distribution for your 
SCaCe’ (CHECK ONE BOX.) 

iI1 V@S. 
(28) 

1 .CONTIWE TO OUESTION 48 

2 r-1 vo *SKIP TO QUESTIOV 49 

&a. Please provide the following inforvcloa about the organiracion which scores and 

(21) analvrco intelligence regarding domestic aari~uana culcivacion and dlstribuclon 

for ,our state 

b Is this organization a Regional Intelligence Sharing Svscem prolect ,WSIY, 

‘JESPLN, ROCIC, MACLOGLEN. ‘IOCIC. R’4IN) or a member of a regional proJtct' 
1:9> 

c+ Is this organization a member of the El Paso Intelligence Center (EPIC)’ 

I. 121 Yes 2. 1-1 Y.3 
- (301 

- 3. [ , 1 Don’t know - 

26 
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49. In your opinion, whether or not one organization etoree rad l nalyrer 

(47 1 lntel~igenc~ regerding domeetlc merijuelll cultivetion and dknribution for your 
state, vhet organization would beet fulfill this role’ (Cmx ONE Box. ) 

i31) 

1. [z] DEA office.........,..................... . . . . . . . . . . ..SKIP TO QUESTION 51 

2. 1-J EPIC (El Peeo Intelligence Center).................* SKIP TO QLESTION 51 

3. 1x1 Xegional IncalLigrnce Sharing System project (WIN, 
N&SPIN, ROCIC. MGLOCLBP. MOCIC, IWIN) . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..SKIP TO QUESTION 51 

0. 1551 State law enforcement rgencp . . . . . . . ..*. . . . . . .CONTINUE TO QUESTION 50 

5. [z/ Other (SPECIFY) CONTIMJE TO QUESTION 50 

50. Plc~sc ansver the following two queerions rbouc thie lev l nforcemeot egency. 

137) 
a. II this organization a rabar of l Regional Intelligence Sharing System 

project (USIX, NESPIN, ROCIC. HAGLOGLEN, fiOCIC, WIN)” 

1. [El Yes 2. 1x1 No 3. [Z] Don’t knav 
(32) 

b. Is this agency e member of the El paeo Lntclligtace Center (EPIC)’ 

1. [El Yes 2. [ZJ Yo 3. IT] Don’t know 

(33) 

51. In your opinion, how great tr the need co heve on= orgeniratioa to store and 

(47) aMlyre intelligence regerdiag domestic Mrifuaa* cultivation and distribution 

for your Itate? (CBECK ONE BOX.) 

1. f-1 Very great need 
(30) 

2. {y] Ctcat need 

3. [8j Moderate need - 

4, [?] Llttlt need 

5. [6] No need - 

27 
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IV INVESTIGATIONS AND FORFEIlZaE OF ASSETS 

52. Has pour state adopted lava (either civil or Criminal) authorizing the sefrure 
(471 and forfeiture of conveyancea such aa boats, airplanes, and cars which oerve co 

facilitate chc exchange of contraband’ (CRECX ONE BOX. ) 
ID13 (l-2; 

1 [E] Yes, civil law CD13 (3-k) - 

2. [El Yes, crlmlnal law - (5) 

3. [z] Yes, both civil and criminal law 

- 
4 [ii Proposed leqlrlotion is cusrrnely before the state legislacurc 

5. [Z] No 

6 1-1 Do nor knov 

33. Has your spate adopted laws (either civil or criminal) authorizing the seizure 

(471 and forfeiture of property (such as real estate, legitimate buoinasse~, etc.), 
profIrs proceeds or ocher interests which are derived from engaging in drug 
trafficking or other drug related offenses (similar LO Federal law 18 JSC B&8)7 
(CHECK ow BOX. ) 

1. l-1 Yes, civil law 

2 1-1 Yes, criminal law - 

3. [?f Yes, both civil and criainal law - 

-L. [z] Proposed legislarton is currenrly before the state legislature 

5 [XI b’o 

(6) 
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54. To tht btrt of your knorltd~t, how frequently have the following .m.ets been 

(47) seized and farftictd Ln raidt and iavtrcigr~ion~ involvtnp domtBtic ~riluan~ 

cultivation or diacribution in your state’ (FOR EACB ASSET CHECK ONE COLU?lN.) 

ASSETS 

FREQUENCY OF SEIZURE AND FORFEKTURE 
I Always I I I I Never I 
I Or Alrnotr. I I I I Or Almotc I 
1 Alvaya I Frequently1 Somtrimta I Seldom 1 Nevtr I 
I 1 I 2 t 3 t 4 I 5 I 
I 1 I I I I 

1. Automabilea and I u I 11 I - I’ I 1” I I 
I I I I I j(7) 
I , / , , i 

ttucka 

2 Airplanes 

3. Equipmtnt 

& Land 

5 Housts and bui 

6. Bus~nesoet 

7 Honty I 7 i - I ih ; I ; _- I(13 

55. For each of ehe folloviag aasttr, what cypt of lav(s) ia used vhtn arstc 
stizurea and forfcfturtr are invalvtd tn domttric mtrifuena cultivation and/or 
dieeributlon cams ln your ttaca’ (FOR EACH TYPE OF ASSET CHECK ONE COLUKX.) 

ASSETS 

1. Automobiles 
(47) and trucks 

2. Akrplanes 
(46) 

Squ1pment 

Land 

6 Businesses 

(43) 
Yoney 

(47) 

WHAT TYPE OF LAW IS USED’ 
I I I t I Always I t 
I Always I I I tar Almk3C I I 
IOr Almott I I Equally I Usually I Always / No I 
I Aluayt I Usually IFedtral Orl Ftdcral I Federal 1 Seizures I 
IStree Law IScart Law IStact Law I Law I Law I Kade I 
I L I 2 I 3 0 I 5 I 6 I 
t I I I I I 

I I I I I I !(L4) 
I I I I I I I 

29 
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56. For each of the following amreel, do Federal or srace/locai qeoclce maintain 

conrrol of seized end forfeirrd assets :I donrt1c urijuana cultivation end/or 
distribution C~ICS? (FOR EACR TYP!Z OF tiSET cBEcI( ONE COLM') 

UlUT AGENCIES l4AINTAIN CONTROL' 
/ Aluayn I I I I I I 

I0r Almort I I Equally I I Alu~pr 1 I 
I Alvrfr I Urwlly IFederal Ort /Or Almat I Ha 1 
I State/ t Stata/ t State/ 1 Uaudly I Alveyr 1 Seizures 1 
I Local t Local I Lotd I Federal 1 Fed&l 1 Hede I 
I 1 12131 4 151 6 I 
I I I I I I -1 
I 19 1 13 I 7 I 1 I 3 I 4 I 

ASSETS 

1. Automobile8 

(47) and trucks 

2. Airplarms 
(46) 

3. EquipwrIt 
(46) 

4. Land 

(46) 
5. Houses or 

cir6) bufldings 

6. Businea~er 

($6) 
7. Money 

(46) 

I I I I t t I(Z) 
I 
I 2 

I 
I 2 

I 
I l I 3 

] il ; 34 I 
I(26) 

; 12 
I I I I 

I 4 I 7 
I 

I 13 , 30 I o 1~27) 

57. How much invcarigefivc assistance (if ray) do your state and locel law 
enforcement agcncirr receive from l ech of the folloving Federal agencies to 
seize end forfeit domastic aerijuene cultivator *ad/or distributor eseets’ (FOR 
EACH AGENCY CHECX ONlZ COLLMN.) 

AM0UN-f OF INVESTIGATIVE ASSISTANCE CURRENTLY RECEIVED 
IVery Great I Gre8t I Yoderate I Llttla 1 Yo I 
fAssistsnce tAs8istanCe IAsristanec IAsaistanca IASsfSCanCt 1 

AGENCIES I 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 
I 4 I 

11 
I I I t 

1. DEA I I I 3 
I 

7 
I 

16 
l(28) 

(47) I I I I I , 
2. Bureau of Alcohol, 1 . I I 

2 i 
t I I 

(47) Tobacco, and FirearmsI I I I I 5 I 34 I(39) 
I I I I I 

3. Federal Bureau of I 1 I 2 I E 1 LI ‘4 
(47) Investigation I I I I I ix301 

I I I I I I 
4. L.S. Attorneys I 2 I 15 I q I 14 ) c, 

(47) 
I(311 

I I I I I I 
5. Internal Revenue I I I 

(46 ) Service 
Cl 5 lq I 

I I I * 
11 I ‘4 I 

I I I(321 
I I I I I 

6 Other (SPECIFY) I ? 0 I 
(1) I 1 I 

1 
I I I 
I I J I 

I I I I I (33) 
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58. Hov much of an Increase or decrease tn inveeelgarive aJaistancc would your state 
and 10~~1 law enforcement l geacica like to receive from each of the following 
Federal agencies to l elze and fotfe~omatic UrijuJru cultivetor and/or 
distributor srseta? (FOR RACE AGENCY CHECK ON’C COLLTMN.) 

ID14 (l-2: 
CD14 (3-4: 

MOUNT OF XNCREASE OR DECREASE IN ASSISTANCE 
I I I Neither I t I 
I 1 / InCPSlJe 1 I I 
I CreJt I I Nor t 1 Great 1 
I Increase I Increase I DecreJse 1 Decrease 1 Decrease I 

AGENCIES I 1 I 2 I 3 I h I 5 I 
I I I I I 3 

17 
DEA I 12 I 

1 
I 

1L 1 I i(5) 
i I I I I 

BureJU of Alcohoi, 1 I I > I ? I 
TO~JCCO, and Fircums 

E 
I 

: LI ’ .F 
I I l(b) 

1 I I I I I 
Federal Bureau of I 2 1 2^ I 1- I 1 1 I 
IllVeStigJtiOn I I I I I ~ (7) 

I R I i I I 
I - I 

17 I ~ 
I I 

3 I 
U.S. Attorneys I (8) 

I I 1 I I I 
Int.%~Jl Rs?VtnUt I 14 I I ‘I I _- I ‘1 I 1 I 
S*WiCe I I I I I I(9) 

I I I I I I 
Other (SPECIFY) I ? 1 1 I I I ? I ‘8 I 

I I I I I I 
I I I I I I(101 

59. How often, if ac all, hJVC domestfc mrljuana cases in your state been 
(47) prosecutad in Federal court by certified (crors-designated) Discrfcc Attorneys 

10 order to take edvantage of Pcdcral forfeiture Isus (CRECK om BOX ) 
(11) 

i* r2.l very frequently 

2. 1x1 Frequanely 

3. 121 somecines 

4 [E] Seldom 

5 {z] Vever 

b f-j 30 not know 

31 
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60 In your opinion, hou much of an iacrearc or decrcaee in the number of domestic 

(4’) marijuana prosecutions involving forfeiture of aaseta would result in your state 
If District Attorneye were certified (croee-designaced) co prosecute cases in 
Federal court’ (CHECK ONE BOX.) 

- 
1. [AI Great lncrc~sc 

2 (2z1 Increase 

3. [z] Neither increase 

4. [z] Decrease 

5. [l] Great decrease 

(12) 

oar decrease 

61. III 1983. how many domestic marijuana suspects were arrested in your state (to 
(C41 date)' (GIVE YOUR BEST ESTIMATE. 1 

‘L,Al I IICL’t- %r <ILL r4 ,r I+ 
* ) 442) Uumber of Arrests II :, 11 r.3-16) 

62 In 1983, vhat percentage of the number of arrested domestic marijuana suspeczs 
, 44 ) in your state were arrested at the time a domestic mari]uana plot was raided or 

at a later date’ (GIVS YOUR BEST ESTIMATE. PERCENTAGE5 MUST TOTAL TO 100% ) 

I PERCENT OF SUSPECTS I 
I I 

1. S~spccts arrested ac the time / I 
of a raid I 

““L4’1 , - f, h’ lrf - 3 I ‘IT 1 ?.4-’ 
(17-L9’ 

I 
2. Suspects arrested at a later date I ’ FAN 35 zj..:r-_ n ‘- (~ 

(:0-22) 

100% 

63. In 1963, what percentage of the domestic marijuana plot raids in your state had 
(U,, an arrest (suspected mati]uana violator) at the cima af the raid or 

at a later date’ (GIVE YOUR BEST ESTIMATE. PERCENTAGES HLST TOTAL TO 100% ) 

I PERCENT OF RAXDS I 
I 

1 i(alds with arrest at the time of 

a raid 1 
ri :: 

I I 

2 Raids virb arrest at a later date 1 ‘: I 

3 Salas vfrhout any arrests 

23-25 

:25--a 1 

, :9-3:, 
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61. Xn your opintoa, ovtrall hou Willing or unWi11ing are each Of ehc fOllOWiUg 

cypeJ of artornepm to prorecuce domertic marijuana caJcs in your state’ (FOR 
EACH TYPE OF ATTORNEY CRECK ONE COLUMN. ) 

LEVEL OF WILLINGNESS 
I I 1 Neither I I I I 
I I 1 i.‘i11ing t I I I 
I very I I Nor I I Very I No I 
I Willing I Uillinp IUmrilIfng IUnwilling lUnv1lling I Opinion I 

ATTORNEYS I 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 t 6 I 
I I I I I I I 

1. District 1 11 1 24 t 8 I * I 1 I 1 I 
(46) ALtOrUJyJ I I t I I I I(521 

I 
E ; 17 

/ q 
I I I 

2. U.S. Artorncys 1 
1 I 

I 
i 

r 
12 

l(33) 
(47) 

65. In comparison Co the penalitich you believe are nJCJJJMy to deter marijuana 

(47) culrivaeors and diJtriburorJ in your mtate, overall hov Jcricc or lenient arc 
ehc scnttnces given by each of the following courts’ (FOR EACH COURT CHECK ONE 
COLW. ) 

HOW STRICT OR LENIENT' 
I I I Neither I I t I 
I I I Strict I I I I 
I very I I Nor I I very I No I 
I Strict I Scrfct I Lenient I Lenient I Lenient I Opinion I 

COURTS I 1 I 2 3 I 4 1 I I 
I I 

1. Stare courts I 
2 

I ‘( 
I 11 I ‘1 I ,’ I ,” I 
t I I t I(34) 

’ 2 
I 1 I I 

2. Ftdaral courcm I I J I 
3 

I 
7 ’ 4 I 1s 

I(351 

66. In 1983, vhac is the Coca1 numbtr of domestic marijuana plants which have been 
(10) JtadicJced by Ftdtrsl, state and local agcnc1es ln your state’ (GIVE YOUR BEST 

ESTIXATE. ) 
TOTAL Nb!‘BER Fr)R ALL 10 STATE’; 

49,359 vumbcr of Planer Eradicated “‘E4\J - L,, lib 
(36-40) 

67. In 1983, what fs the total number of narljuanl( plots which have been eradicated 

(10) by Federal, state and local agencies in your state’ 
TOTAL NUMBER FCR ALL 10 STATES 

(GIVE YOUR BEST ESTI’IATE 1 

414 Vmbct of Plors Eradicated "-AI Cl (-1-a-j 

33 
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Briefly discuss uhy your strlte did not request or receive DEA funds for your 
state’s eradication/suppression efforts in 1983. Does your state plan to 
~WWSS~ DEA funds III 19W7 

P?ease provide your name, title, and phone number so that we can contact you tf 
we need to clarify any of pour answers. 

‘Jane 

Title 

Telephone Vumber ( 1 
Area Code 

Thank you for your cooperation 

(186704) 
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